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"THE NEED FOR ACTION TO CONTROL THE SPREAD OF AIDS"

to their loved ones and others. That is an intolerable state of affairs and
Proposition 64 will help to correct it.
Passage of this measure will not, in any way, require the Department of
Health Services or local health officers to take any action that is
discretionary under current law. It would, however, provide them with the
information and tools necessary to develop and implement plana to bring this
epidemic under control. Those tools include the use, where it is deemed
medically appropriate, of limited quarantine or isolation and exclusion of
infectious individuals from employment situations in which their infectious
status would result in undue risk of infection to fellow employees or
others. However, these actions are not required by the language of the
Initiative. As I said before. AIDS has been on the list of reportable
here in California for three and a half years. During that time,
our health officers have had the power to exercise any of these measures but
have never found it necessary to do so. What makes the opponents of this
measure think that paasase would somehow ~tivate our public health officers
to suddenly choose to take actions which are not justifiable with the
info~tion which we now have about AIDS?
I, for one, nave a higher opinion
of our pub~ie health officers than that.
However. there is one tool which Prop. 64 would place at the
discretionary disposal of health officers and which ia now beina used in a
limited way with AIDS patients that 1 would hope they would uaa actively
with carriers of the AIDS virus. It is known aa contact tracina. Thia
procedure baa been used aucceaafully ·with other sexually transmitted
disaaaea for years. It involves interviawina patiantt who are known to be
infectious with a sexually tranaaitted disease to ascertain the names of
those who they mey have expoaed, especially sexual partners. This allows
the~ to talk with these who aay well be infected and infactina others.
Where appropriate. they can then test them and, if poeitive, counsel thea
about wsy111 to lcuiUIIIill tbe impact of the virus on their boc:U.es 111nd vays to
avoid spreadina the virus to yet another generation of patients. Without
this tool. which ia effectively prohibited under current california law. how
can we aver expect to substantially slow the spread of this killer?
Some
bas already come from this meaaure. It has increased the
awareneee of some in our state of the facts about AIDS and we can hope
that,in the end that will result in reduced fear and increased understandins
of effective ways to reduce their risk of becom1na infected.
However, there have also been negative results. Those who may have
reason to believe that they may have been exposed to AIDS have been told
repeatedly in the statements of thoae opposed to the Proposition that, if
they teet positive, psesaae of the Initiative would require health
authorities to exclude thea from some kinds of jobs and even place them in
some form of concentration camps for the remainder of the1t lives. That 1a
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"THE NEED FOR ACTION TO CONTROL THE SPREAD OF AIDS"

In conclusion, r must question the position of those who oppose this
initiative who seem to be saying that they believe that it ts appropriate to

\

establish public policy for the control of a universally deadly disease
which is LESS intrusive into the sexual lives of those most impacted by the
epidemic than the procedures used .to control the spread of other sexually
transmitted diseases like syphilis and gonorrhea which are generally
curable. They will not express it that directly, but that is exactly what
they are arguing for.
The policies and procedures now in use for controlling the spread of
sexually transmitted diseases, though not perfect, have been shown over the
years to be quite effective. To argue against this initiative is to argue
against the continued use of those policies and procedures.
urge the people of California not eo be fooled by the scare tactics
those who are actively involved in opposing Proposition 64.

They would

have you believe that the Proposition is nothing more than a hateful attempt
to spread a killer disease further and punish those who are tragically
dyins. That is simply not true. I a111. calling on people to vote in favor of
P.roposition 64 because it is a modeit but neceuary step toward control of
an epidemic which is expected ~o be killing al.aat 60,000 Californians in
the next five years.
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l1INUTES
CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTHENT OF HEALTH TASK FORCE ON AIDS
August 13, 1986
The state Department of Health Ta.sk Force on AIDS was convened at
10:30 a.m. on Wednesday, August 13, 1986 1 by the Chairman, Dr.
Marcus Conant. The director of the State Department of Health,
Kenneth Kizer, M.D., addressed the Task Force and reviewed the
status of the AIDS epidemic in California. As of June 1986
there have been 5,200 cases of AIDS reported to the State Department
of Health. Forty thousand individuals have been tested for the HIV
antibody and 20% of those tested were antibody positive.
Seropositivity in individuals presenting at bloodbanks has remained
constant at 0.2 of all blood donors.
Dr. Kizer indicated his desire to have ~he Task Force meet at
frequent intervals in the next year to address public health and
medical :issues that are ·arising as a consequence of the increase in
the AIDS epidemic.
The charge to the Task Force today was to review the medical and
public health impact of passage of the LaRouche initiative,
Proposition 64. Particularly, Dr. Kizer asked that tne Task Force
address the issue of the validity of the assumptions underlying the
LaRouche initiative and the effects of passage on the public health
efforts of this state.
..
The first speaker, Mr. Matt Coles, Adjunct Associate Professor of
Law at UC Hastings College of Law, Attorney in private practice
at San Francisco, reviewed the impact of the LaRouche initiative
and focus on four major areas: the impact on reporting,
employment, education, and quarantine. Mr. Coles noted that the
initiative is very loosely written and were it to pass, final
interpretation of the provisions of the initiative would
undoubtedly need to be adjudicated in the courts before public
health implementation was possible. He noted that this initiative
would call for increased reporting of individuals who are suspected
of being HIV antibody positive. While not clearly stated, it is
certainly the intent of this legislation to make reporting of this
disease mandatory. Mr. Coles noted that this will destroy the
alternate test site system and will probably require that
attorneys, psychologists, and others providing necessary services
to people infected with HIV, counsel potential clients that they
must be reported. This of course will have an adverse effect by
discouraging individuals from seeking medical and legal assistance.
-1-
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6.

The erroneous assumption that quarantine of HIV positive
individuals will decrease the spread of AIDS.

7.

The erroneous assumption that aggressive social action will
reduce the spread or AIDS.

8.

The erroneous assumption that the legislature of California
needs to usurp the medical judgment of the Public Health
Department and experts in the field in this instance.

Professor Robert Anderson and Professor John Quigley, Departments
of Economics and Mathematics, University of California, Berkeley,
and Graduate School of Public Policy in Departments of Economics,
University of California, Berkeley, next spoke to the economic
impact of the adoption of Proposition 64 on the people of
California. A complete copy of their report
attached.
Professors Anderson and Quigley noted t~at the initial decline in
worker compensation occasioned by passage of the LaRouche
initiative would lead to ~ decline in output in the State o f
California of $2.35 billion in-the first year. This would include
a deduction of state revenue taxes of $99 million in the first year
and reduce revenues to local governments of $87 million.
In the
first year, increased expenditures of the California Unemployment
Insurance Trust Fund would amount to $354 million. Tqese experts
estimate that implementation of Proposition 64 would require over
2.2 million HIV antibody tests. Assuming that these tests cost
$40 for the laboratory and medical support, approximately $88
billion would be needed to identify HIV antibody p~sitive
individuals in the food handler and education population.
As a
result of this action, 36,000 food handlers would be dismissed from
their jobs as a direct consequence of this action. Thus, dismissal
of workers
1 produce an estimated $2.35
lion loss to the
state. Of that, $1.56 billion in lost income will be to
individuals who are not seropositive.
The economic impact of the LaRouche initiative would be devastating
to the MediCal program. At th~ present time, 88% of the patients
who develop AIDS are covered by their private insurance carrier.
If they were dismissed from their jobs as a consequence of the
LaRouche initiative, these individuals would be uninsured at the
time they become
1; hence the cost of their treatment would
have to be borne by the taxpayers under the MediCal program.
Professors Anderson and Quigley estimate that 12% of food
handlers of California are currently HIV antibody positive. If
these individuals were all placed on the MediCal program, the
cost to the state of California would be $40 million in the year
1988-89 rising to $85 million in the year 1990-91.
-3-
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economic cost of testing students at an esti~ated $40 per
test would cost taxpayers of California $188 million a year wh
amounts to approximately $90,000 for each seroposit
identified.
Further, there is no evidence that identif
of
these students will red~ce the spread of the AIDS epidem

~he

Finally, quarantine vJas addressed.
It was estimated
that incarceration in the prisons of California costs
approximately $8,550 per inmate per year. Using these figures,
the enforcement cost of this type of isolation for HIV antibody
positive individuals would be approximately $2.5 billion annually
in addition to the other adverse fisca: effects previously noted.
Task Force
physicians noted that this is a conservative estimate.
Individuals
who test HIV antibody positive often have medical problems and
severe psychological problems occasioned by the stress of
their diagnosis. Medical and psychologiLal care for these
impediments are not included in the $8,550 noted above.
The
economists estimate that effective quarantine would cost the
taxpayers of California $7.9 billion per year.
This is
effectively one fourth of the State of California's budget
each year to incarcerate antibody positive individuals.
Dr. James Chin, Chief of the Infectious Disease Branch, of the State
Department of Health, next spoke to the adverse impact of the
LaRouche initiative on public health efforts.
Dr. Chin
stated that the LaRouche initiative constitutes an absurd and
stupid proposition that, if passed, will be disast~ous to the
public health program of the state of California.
Dr. Chin
stated the consensus of the AIDS Task Force that the LaRouche
initiative would not prevent one single case of infection by
the AIDS virus. And he went on to reiterate the opinion of
previous experts that this bill plays on the fears of the
general public.
Dr. Chin noted that state and regional epidemiologists
considered the issue of quarantine in 1985 and issued a statement
that isolation and quarantine ·is not an effect
way to
ase
the spread of AIDS. A review of the same subject by the National
Institute of }fedicine is due for release in October of this year.
It is Dr. Chin's opinion that the report will carry recommendations
similar to those recommended by state and regional epidemiologists.
It was noted that society relies on the confidentiality and trust
between individuals infected with sexually transmitted diseases
and physicians working in public health clinics. The LaRouche
initiative would deal a death-blow to this trust and could well
result in a substantial increase in other sexually transmitted
-4-
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diseases such as syphilis and gonorrhea. Dr. Silvija Hoag,
the American Association of Blood Banks' Liaison to Hemophilia
Organizations, noted that if the LaRouche initiative passes,
individuals will be hesitant to donate blood, knowing that if
they are found to be antibody positive, they could be
dismissed from their jobs and summarily incarcerated. This
could well result in a precipitous decline in the number of
voluntary blood donors and create a crisis in the country.
Dr. Dean Echenberg noted that i f the LaRouche initiative
passes, it will be impossible to find reasonable and
responsible local health officers to carry out these
ridiculous and oppressive regulations.
Dr. Jay Levy, a world-renowned AIDS researcher, was unable to
attend this meeting but submitted a strong plea to urge the
citizens of California to defeat this initiative. Dr. Levy noted
that the destruction of confidentiality would bring AIDS research
to a standstill and that much-needed state funds for research and
medical care would be diverted to the senseless job of testing food
handler~ and teachers.
Finally, Dr. Donald Francis, Consultant to the California State
Department of Health from the Centers for Disease Control, reviewed
for the Task Force the true implications of quarantine~ which is
clearly the intention of the LaRouche initiative. or:· Francis
noted that to successfully quarantine all HIV antibody individuals,
we will have to test the entire population of California. This can
be done in one of two ways: Individuals can be assigned numbers and
tested in a rotational manner, or everyone in the state can
be placed under arrest at one point in time and the entire
population can be tested. This of course will require a general
military effort and complete disruption of the normal business of
the state, with resulting paralysis of society. Individuals found
to be antibody positive would then be removed from the general
population. At the present time,it is estimated that 300,000
citizens of the State of California re HIV antibody positive. Dr.
Francis noted that a city the ~ize of Sacramento would be necessary
to contain those individuals and that complete isolation of that
facility would be mandatory. Individuals leaving the state would
have to be tested on their return and placed in protective
quarantine for four to six months before they could be safely
returned to their fam~lies. This would totally disrupt the economy
of the state. Tourism would cease and businessmen of California
would not be allowed to travel abroad.
During the general discussion, the adverse impact of the
mental health program of the state was stressed. It is
-5-
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i~oossible

to estimate the cost of resources that would be

ne~essary to treat not only those individuals who tested

antibody positive and were at
sk of losing the
e~ployr,ent
and freedom, but the cost of caring for the large number of
individuals who would b~ identified as seropositive but who
are in fact biological false positive reactors.
It vlas noted
that a completely separate prison system would be needed, and
that most research on AIDS would cease since most public
health officials and most physicians and scientists familiar
with this problem would spend the remainder of their careers
in the public courts as these issues were adjudicated.
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OF CAlifORNIA-HEALTH AND WELFARE AGENCY

DEPARTMENT Of HEAlTH SERVICES
714/744 P STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA

95814

(916) 445-1248

September 29, 1986

The Honorable Diane Watson
Member of the Senate
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
~

Dear~:

The enclosed material may be helpful to you in the Committee's consideration
of Proposition 64.
Sincerely,

t:-

Kenneth W. Kizer, M.D., M.P.H.
Director
Enclosures
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Kenneth w. Kizer, M. D., M. P. H.
August 11, 1986
Page Two

HIV antibody testing of all 27 million Californians could cost taxpayers
over a billion dollars per year with no discernable benefit.
Resources
that currently go into treatment and research on AIDS would have to be
diverted to surveillance activities and quarantine efforts. The costs
associated with confirmatory testing and follow-up counseling would be
staggering.
In addition, those who initially test negative may develop a
false sense of security, while false positive results could be devastating.
Proposition 64 will not serve to limit the epidemic, but could prolong the
spread of this terrible illness. The California Medical Association has
taken an official position of opposition to Proposition 64. Attached is
c~~·s position statement, which was approved by C~~ Council on July 26, 1986.
I hope your Department will join us in opposing this measure.
It perhaps
would be beneficial for Californians if a joint press conference was held
announcing your decision on this matter.
I would be glad to support
you at such an event with a breif statement on behalf of the California
Medical Association.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond on this issue. We look forward
to moving beyond this ill-conceived Initiative and on to the grave
issue of control and eradication of the AIDS epidemic.
I·
Sincerely yours,

~"4-

Gladden V. Elliott, M. D.
President
GVE/sdc
Attachment
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The "Prevent AIDS Now" Initiative. designed to quarantine and isolate people
with AIDS of AIDS Related Conditions a
rsons who test positive for HIV
antibodies, is inappropriate. No public heath purpose would be served by
this action. All scienti c and medical evidence indicates that the virus
which causes AIDS is primarily spread through i1timate sexual contact or
through the exchange of blood or blood products, as in intravenous drug
abuse. There is no evidence to indicate that AIDS has been transmitted by
any means of casual contact. w
in the
• s
ls, restaurants or
the workp 1ace.
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ust 4,

Kenneth W. Kizer, M. D., M.P.H.
Director, Department of Health Services
State of California
714/7 44 upu Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear· Dr. Kizer:
In response to your request of July 8, 1986, attached is this Department's
assessment of Proposition 64 (AIDS Initiative Statute).

If you have any questions or need additional information, please let
me know or staff may contact Mario Sewell, Administrator, AIDS Program
Office
(213) 974-7803.
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August 4, 1986

TO:

Each Superviso:M

FROM:

Robert c. Gates
Director of He

SUBJECT:

J/ j

--·

.~

h Services

PROPOSITION 64 -- AIDS INITIATIVE STATUTE
(LAROUCHE INITIATIVE)

On July 8, 1986, your Board instructed this Department to study
the AIDS Initiative Statute (LaRouche ~nitiative) and report back
with (a) an assessment of the validity of its underlying
assumptions based upon a· rev ie·w of current rned ical and sci en ti f ic
literature; (b) a discussion of the initiative's ramifications to
the County public health system, including but not limited to a
consideration of its reporting requirements; and (c) a survey of
medical and scientific agencies, organizations and knowledgeable
people throughout the state who have taken a posit ion!' on the
initiative.
INITIATIVE
If approved, the initiative would include in the State
Constitution the following declarations:
(1)

That AIDS is an infectious, contagious and communicable
disease;

(2)

That bei
a carrier of t
HTLV-III virus is an infectious,
contagious and communicable condition;

(3)

That AIDS be placed on the list of reportable diseases and
conditions;

(4)

That being a carrier of
HTLV-III virus be placed on the
list of reportab
diseases and conditions;

(5)

That AIDS is subject to quarantine and isolation statutes
and regulations;

(6)

That a carrier of the HTLV-III virus is subject to
quarantine and i
ation statutes and regulations; and

(7 ),

That State Department of Health Services and other health
officers s 11 fulfill statutory duties and obligations to
preserve the public health from AIDS.

Each Supervisor
?.ugust 4, 1986
Page 2
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ASSESSMENT
Because many of the in{tiative's prov1s1ons are unclear and
subject to a variety of different interpretations, it is not
possible to give a precise estima~e of the impact of the
initiative. For example, the Attorney General 1 s report
(Attachment I) on the initiative states that the fiscal impact
would vary depending on interpretation by the courts and public
health officers.
The two major provisions which require clarification include: (1)
definition of a "carrier of the HTLV-III virus"; and (2) whether
passage of the initiative would be interpreted to require each
local health officer to exercise all public health statutory
provisions to control the AIDS epidemic or whether local public
health offici s would be allowed to continue to exerc
these
provisions on a discretiqnary basis consistent with overall
public health considerations.
Definition of "Carrier"
A "carrier of the HTLV-III virus" could be defined as ;~n
individual who tests positive for either (a) the antibody to the
HTLV-III virus or (b) the virus itself. If "carrier" means
individuals with positive HTLV-III antibody test results, the
initiative would have a significant impact since i~ California
there are an estimated 300,000 HTLV-III infected individuals. On
the other hand, if "carrier" is interpreted to mean individuals
tested positive for the virus itself, the impact would be less
significant since fewer individuals would test positive.
of Initiative on Current Authority of Public Health
Officials

~act

·.

Under current State statutes,,public health officials have the
following authority to protect the public from communicable
diseases:
ish places of quarantine and isolation;

a)

May es

b)

May require isolation or quarantine of persons with a
contagious, infectious or communicable disease1 ·

c)

May control any person to prevent the spread of. disease;

d)

May prohibit students and teachers presumed to be
infected with a communicable disease or residi
with
persons subject to quarantine or isolation from
attending school;
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e)

May prevent individuals known or suspected of having a
communicable disease from working as food handlers; and

f)

May prevent individuals subject to isolation or
quarantine from traveling within or outside of the
health jurisdiction.

If passed, the initiative's provisions would be subject to
interpretation to determine whether the use of "shall" in the
initiative would change the options outlined above from
discretionary to mandatory.
In summary, if a "carrier" is determined to mean individuals with
a positive test for the HTLV-III virus and public health
officials continue to have discretionart authority, the impact of
the initiative would be minimal. On the other hand, if "carrier"
is determined to mean individuals with HTLV-III positive antibody
status and the initiative is ihterpreted to mandate public health
officials to exercise all current statutory authority, the impact
of the initiative would be significant.
ASSUMPTIONS
In reviewing the initiative, we have identified five underlying
assumptions.
Each assumption is discussed below with an analysis
of its validity.
Assumption fl
All communicable diseases are transmitted in similar ways, with
all being impeded by isolation and quarantine.
Discussion
Four years of intensive epidemiologic study have disclosed
technical knowledge that the HTLV-III virus is spread by three
routes:
a. Specific intimate sexual activities;
b. The sharing of blood or blood products by way of
transfusion or reuse of contaminated needles and
syringes; and
c. Congenital spread from mother to infant.
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There is no accept
evidence that the virus is spre
casually
or thro h airborne mechanisms. Proposals which attempt to
generalize transmission are considered invalid; ther~fore,
rantine and isolation are in most instances inval
methods in
controlling the spread of the HTLV-III virus. There are
cific
instances where quarantine or isolation may be appropriate. For
example, t se measures may be appropriate for infected young
children who are not yet toilet trained or individuals diagnosed
with AIDS who openly continue to engage in multiple sexual
contacts. However, public health officials currently have
authority to quarantine or isolate these individuals on a caseby-case determination based on all appropriate considerations.
Assumption 12
Additional re
ting of positive BTLV-III antibody status in
State of California will .result in curtailment of the epidemic.
D

Diagnosed AIDS as ·~efined by the federal Centers for Disease
Cont
(CDC) is already reportable as a measure of m~rbidity.
!·
<

Under current State law, the names of individuals who donate
blood which is
equently determined to be HTLV-III antibody
positive are
on a deferred donor registry maintained by
the State. If the definition of "carrier" in the initiative is
interpreted to be all individuals with HTLV-III positive antibody
status, then all these individuals, not only those donating
blood, would
re
table to the State. It is argued
t this
mandatory re rting of positive antibody status may lead to
inadvertent, unauthorized disclosure and will be an incentive for
individuals not to be tested for HTLV-III antibody status. Such
a result wo
our efforts to identify and educate those
individuals at high risk for ~IDS, and as a result could in fact
contribute to the further spread of the disease.
Assumption t3
The listing of BTLV,lii infection as a communicable disease could
assist disease control through monitoring of professions, e.g.,
teachers, food handlers.
Discussion
The epidemiological evidence does not support either casual
transmission or food as a medium for viral transference. Since
these listed professions do not pose any higher risk of

',·
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transmission than other professions, mandatory exclusion from
school and employment as food handlers has no basis in public
health considerations and would not contribute to reducing the
spread of the disease.
Assumption i4
Adoption of the initiative would not result in a substantive net
change ln State or local finances.
Discussion
There are an estimated 300,000 antibody positive individuals at
this time in the State. If the initiative were interpreted to
require local health officers to treat HTLV-III positivity as a
highly contagious condition, the fiscal impact could be
substantial. Cost incre~ses would occur in the following areas:
Testing services;
Recording systems;

,,

Contact investigation services;
Judicial system capability for orders of isolation and
exclusion from work or school:
Custodial system capability for restriction of antibody
positive individuals;
Loss of revenue to the community as the result of a
decreased work force; and
Addition of need for welfare for those restricted from work
situations.
Assumption iS
Public health officials require the changes provided by the
proposed initiative in order to control this epidemic.
The pu~lic health system has a legal order system which may be
used to isolate recalcitrants if required. With minor revisions
of existing laws relating to the confidentiality of antibody
testing and with all possible enhancement of educational
capabilities, the necessary tools to fight this epidemic exist.

st

,
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As indicated above, there are only a few specific instances where
quarantine and isolation may be appropriate, and public health
officials currently have the authority to use these methods on a
case-by-case determination.
If the initiative were interpreted to mandate quarantine or
isolation for AIDS cases and carriers, the estimated 300,000
HTLV-III infected individuals in the State could be under
quarantine or isolation for their lifetime. The costs
be
significant as described below, and, except in specific cases,
would be unnecessary for the protection of public health or the
individual.

County Public Health System Impact
Public healt
ficials are concerned that the initiative
attempts to
al with _the highly technical medical issues
invol
with controllfng an· e-pidemic. Disease trend e
sero
ical int
etation, and control strategies
sophistica
elements of a public health program. M
health officials are concerned that the initiative takes a
simplistic
each to these complex matters.
,,

on,
hly
c

!·

The significant impact of the initiative on the County public
health system would be in the following areas:
( 1)

·.

State Legislative Analyst's office recently
estima
the cost of the initiative from millions of
lars to hundreds of millions of dollars per year
d
ent on court interpretation of initiative
provisions and implementation by state and loc
health
offici s. The anal~sis also indicated that
re would
no substantial change in state or local costs if
of the initiative continues to allow health
als discretiori in exercising current statutory
ions.
The
c fie impact of the initiative on the County is
diff cult
estimate due to the uncertainties regarding
its
ementation. H6wever, as a guideline, Los
Angeles
accounted for 1,905 or 36.7%,
1 AIDS
cases
the state as of June 30, 1986. This suggests
that, if t
State Legislative Analyst's prediction is
accurate, local costs could be significant.
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Potential Loss of Discretionary Authority for State and
Local Health OIITCers
The major uncertainty of the initiative is whether the
current statutory and regulatory options available to
health officers would remain discretionary (dependent on
the specific nature of the public health threat and the
optional measures available to meet the threat} or would
become mandatory. If they became mandatory, the ability
to properly deal with the com?lexities of individual
$ituations would be lost.

(3)

Disincentive for Voluntary Testing
Both CDC and the State have been encouraging local
jursidictions to expand the availability of HTLV-III
testing for varipus at-risk groups. Mandatory reporting
of HTLV-III positive ~ntibody test results may be a
disincentive for individuals to be tested.

{4)

Potentially Required Actions Would Have Minimal Value In
Stopping the AIDS Epidemic
,, ;.
If passage of the initiative were interpreted to require
that health officers apply all current statutes to
individuals diagnosed with AIDS and carriers of the
HTLV-III virus, these persons could be subject to the
following actions:
(a)

Termination of employment as food handlers and
teachers.

(b)

Prohibition from attendance at school for students
with AIDS and students considered to be AIDS
carriers.

(c)

Prohibition on travel within a health jurisdiction
without the permission of the local health officer.

Based on the best information currently available, these
measures would have no effect on controlling spr~ad of
the disease.
SURVEY OF INITIATIVE PROPONENTS AND OPPONENTS
A list of organizations and individuals supporting and opposing
the initiative is attached (Attachments II & III).
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Kenneth W. Kizer, M.D., Director
St?,te Department of Health Services
714/744 P Street
Sacramento, CA, 95814
Dear Dr. Kizer:
Your letter of 8.Jul8fl
Initiative.

asl~ed

for CCLHO colTlrnents on the AIDS

I am enclosing a letter that is bein~ sent tn Health
Officers regarding recent Board action opposing the
In i t i at i ve •

It is our general impression that the Initiative will do
nothing to control AIDS and BIV diseases.
Sufficient
statute exists for HIV control presently.
The Conference is in the process of drawing ur a policy
statelTlent on ~IDS and HIV related diseases.
It is presently
in onr Disease Contr:)l Cnr1mittee.
I would say that in general we would like to see BIV related
riiseases handleri rnore lit<e "re.gularn cornnnnicable diseases.
The r e i s a good de a l o f f l ex i h i l i t y a f for ri e d p u 1l l i c he a 1 t '1
officials already.
There is need to work on the
cnnfid0ntiality issue. 'Ve are concerned that individuals he
protected and not driven away fro:n diagnostic or tre;o.trnent
resources out of fear of disclosure or identification.

I a:-:1 hopeful that the public health connmnity Cl'll1 prevail
t h e fa c e o f pub l i c m i sun o e r s t and i n g and f e :::t r a "!1 o u t H I V

diseases.
Such misunderstanriing Rnd fear' tends to he
r:'O'":loted by actions snch as the Initiative.
Sincerely,
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DATE:

17Jul86
Health Officers

SUBJECT:

AIDS

Initi~tive

Statute

You are aware of the considerabla controversy and concern r 1 ed to
t he A I n S ( or LaRouche ) I n i t i t i v e • The B o a r d o f Di r e c t or s o p p o s e s
the adopt on
the initiative. We are currently working on a
policy about
IV-related d seases for Conference approval.
The Initiative is receiving a great deal of press. Ken Kizer was
widely quoted in he San Franci~co Chronicle today.
of us have
been quest oned
the local press and other interested par ies*
The Initiative language per se is relatively innocuous appeari
However, it
that AIDS and HTLV-III virus carriers be paced
on the State
reportable diseases and conditions. This would
be unique in
seases and conditions are normally placed on the
list by a regulatory J:>rocess, not a specific statute (or
initiative). Th s forced placement restricts our ability to address
the changi
na ur of communicable disease. Further. it is
redundant in the case of AIDS which is already reportable. Just
what nvirus carr er" ;'11EA.NS has not been defined.
The rnandit
tril)s a nur.1ber
in the over 1
document dat d
would cate
read this

of a disease or condition on the State list
legal requirements. Just what this may mean
st 11 open to conjecture. The ACLU has released a
r86 about the amendment and potential mpacts.
I
s a "worst case" scenario. If you have not
I u
e you to do so.

i11y impression
health practic
officials will pu
have severe imp
emplo:ment, t avel,
was rather rid cul

the ACLU presumes that respons le
ic
not occur. That is, that public health
potential interpretations to the limit and
H V + individuals, e.g., preclusion from
, etc. ~1y initial thought was hat this
far-fetched!

However, given the evel of misunderstanding that exists about HIV
disease, upon further consideration it seemed MorP. and more credihle
to me that som.e of he thi s the .ACLU expressed COULD I1'-'DEED OCClJR
DUE TO EXT}i.E',1E Pt;BL C .!1..1.';1) POLITICAL PRESSURE! Rational
lie
revail!
he:~.lt'l mi
t no
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c ::. 1 s t i ;'1 e , we e n c o 11 r a g e i n d i v i d u 8. l h e rd t h o f i c e r s t o o r o v i d e
information about HIV diseases and d scourage the nassage
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R.L. Holtzer, M.D.
President, CCLHO
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izer, .. D., M.P.H.
Directo::

State

of Health Services
4 P Street

71

Sa~rfu~~to,

Dear

Ca. 95814

Ke:::t:

Than'< yru
Initiative
to control

r letter of July 9 asking corrrrents on the La'Rcudle AI:JS

possible effects on p.;;blic health e:forts in San Francisco
of AIDS.

The La'Rc::uc!le Ini'.:iative v<oold be grestly detrirrental to our work in co:T0atting
the AIDS
the Initiative is not clear, and therefore
It seems to be based on the erroneous notion
is
"an infectio•Js,
ous and corrrunicable disease 11 in the
sense of
air-born or food-born infectious disease - rather than an infectious disease.
that is transrrdtted sehually or through the blood strea~. It seems to urge
pJblic health :n2asures which might concei 'lably have val•Je for infe::::tio·Js
diseases such as scarlet fever but which would be inappropriate in controlling
a
disease.
The Initiative appears to require
stry of all HIV antibody pos
r~sults
rranner that would discoJrage cooperation with our
blood
The anonyrrous antibody testing programs and
antibody testing prograrr.s when CO'Jpled
are
irrportant and
ve public hea
of the AIDS epidemic. The Initiative woJld undermine
prograrrs.

be no
inappropriate
ac·,;ise
Initiative.
t
control the .l\IDS
I viOJ.ld

Cen:ral Office

that indi vidJals who are AIDS antibody
rr.Jst be
in school, restaurants and other settings. T~ere would
rredical or public health rationale for such a ~equire~nt.
use of isolation and guara~tine which would be
interventions.
health officials strongly OP?ose the La~ouche
hinder rather chan help our public hea
efforts to

1 01 G:ove Street

San F•:'!nci,co, CA 94102
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t:rent c:
;alJ:'S is for the La?. ruche :C. IDS ni
'v'E vJhich v,'i
~\0\\:::l.'~Jer ballot.
esti:rates he...,.~:::
rra::S::: [:,::;.s~d
t./~ic£1 \~"O..lld c.ss'J.r:e rranc::.
enforcernsnt of the inter:tt of

?.~.ct.

are no hard figures available for the estirrate of e;-:ploy;rent lost
?.ct, the ir:pact 1\'0Jld surely be devastating for San Francisco.-

s

David Werdegar, l1.D., H.P.H.
Director of Health
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.ssi ·:.e J:i:t:hc:r- than J.cncatory
many of the: words incluc3·::: enfor.··::er.:::n:: lc;nguage \.ihich, if
Section 2 language, reaui~es the health of
fulfill all
and obl
tions of the Act consistent with t~~
of the Act.
, a 1
ssive nctions may in fact be intecpre
The
e::n:;u:::ge also refer:s to "carriet:s" who would be persons test
ti ve on the
antibody test. If this is interpreted as a ne',.J Sta!:e
te,. San Francisco• s
costs to the State would be as follaris:
"Y of the

1c:ngLJ2:;)8;
in

1.

;:s of the Ini tiat:ive u.se

E>:C'Ct

l~c-.,·e:~ve~,

Reporting
o

Health Officer reports weekly to State

o

Individuals must re~ort persons sufferfrom or suspected of having a
commt:micable disease to the locc.l
officer

o

Schools and nursery administrators
must report the presence or
of HTLV-III carrier-s to the
health officer
Additional com;?uter equiptime to handle the calls,
generate repot:ts

f,

$

200,000

Administrat
Assistdnt to rronitor incr-eased
contr-acts and activities related to the Act .6 FTE
2.

Invest
0

I

0

p

ion requi::-enents will include:
testinq of suspected carriers
Est. # persons 80,0,00 * X $50/test
Est.

Jt

11

exams of su~pected carriers
per-sons 40,000 x $120/visit

4,800,020

o

contact tracing
Est. # persons 160,000
(4
per suspected carrier)
sting cost. for contact
$280/contact (interview tirne,
confidential recordkeeping,

o

School

lo,..r-up by nursing and

cal staff

r-m

40,02·3

3 PHNs

140,0(;0

* 40,0JC estimate derived fr-om
and IV drug abusers

~erc;::>:Jsitive

gay men

9

1
A
...,.

n

Isolat on ,:,:;a

~·

Llne

ng that 4 ,
[:>C::rsons t'2St r,:csitLe, a
cer::-tain number::- may be deemed inel
i
ion based on their lack of
cal reccrr,:nendations, thus
iring
recuiring
and othec hospitals since SNFs ace precluded from admitting persons with cc:n;:nu:-:icable or infectious diseases. Isolation would
require
sec s of home vi ts to
i
corr9l i ance.

SE'GH

o

o

5.

s
inea @
m8s. (360,000

Est. 2 ,0C0
$650/day

23,400,000

Est. 38,000 persons isolated requi
r.0nitoring by comr.unicable disease
investigators
Invest
tors
$

Loss of
(Est.
Resulting in increa
OyDent and
tance costs that cannot
be estimated.
~ental

he lth costs

There wou d a so
menta
health costs associated with all of
this traurra. Counsel
relaLed to
health st:atus,

in

o}rrrrentt and

living

tuation.
sit

tal est.

im~act

for 1 year in

S.F.
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Proposition __ _
(The LaRouche AIDS

Ini~iative)

An
in~ iat ve
will be on the November
1986
ba lot
which
states that having AIDS and being a carrier of the
TLV-III virus
is
an infectious,
contagious and communicable condition.
This
Acquired
Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)
initiative
sta~u~e
wou d apply to persons who have AIDS,
AIDS related condi~icns or
are carriers of the HTLV-III virus.
The Los Angeles Cit
nty
Task
Force strongly opposes this proposition and urges
everyone
to vote against it.
The
reporting of AIDS patients is a ready required
the
SLate of California.
Requiring reporting of AIDS virus carriers
would
destroy a major Public Health tool because people
ho want
to know if they are infected and/or infectious would not agree to
be
tested
if a positive test would be reported
to the
State.
This would lead to increased. not decreased. spread of the virus~
The
intitiative
proposes
the placing of AIDS ~ith other
diseases
that
are
casually transmitted.
This
is
medically
inappropri te
based
on
the knowledge that the
AIDS
virus
is
transmitted only by an exchange of bodily fluids through intimate
sexual act vity or by blood or blood products,
as in sharing
IV
drug
equipment.
This virus is not spread by casua
contact
in
the workplace,
schools,
hospitals, homes or any other location.
Therefore the initiative proposes inappropriate action.
of California
has
interpreted
the
The Atto ney General
to
mean
that
people
with
AIDS
and
AIDS
virus
initiative
Lc: Roue he
ect to the quarantine and isolation statutes
carries would be s
and regulations.
The

State Department of Health Services has estimated that
Californ a s have been infected with the AIDS
virus
by
the
middle of 1986.
The costs of quarantining that many
individuals
would
be astronomical and could not even be estimated.
Further,
the removal cf those individuals from our society would
cause
massive
social disruption.
Also the
fear
of
possible
quar~ntine would cause people to delay seeking medical care which
wou1c most likely lead to further spread of the virus.
300,000

It is dangerous to allow unreasonable fear to dictate publ c
health po 1cy.
Decision about infectious diseases should be eft
to P~ l
H alth officials and based on scientific fact.
the worst possible response to
the AIDS
rnc::asure
response to this major
h~a1th
crisis
is
proper'
cure
and
support o f r e c eat' c h to
treat ,
education
and
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I am Dr. Jay A. Levy, Professor in the Departments of
Medicine, Microbiology and Immunology, and Pathology. I am a
Research Associate in the Cancer Research Institute.
I have been
engaged in research on AIDS since 1981, and we were one of the
first three groups in the world isolating the virus responsible
for causing AIDS. I have been greatly concerned by the recent
proposal by supporters of Mr. LaRouche to test food handlers and,
individuals involved in education for antibodies to the AIDS
virus, and to isolate these individuals and their contacts in the
population.
I am strongly against this proposal for the following
reasons:
1.
The antibody test in no way indicates whether the
individual potentially has virus that could be transmitted to
someone else.

2.
The antibody test in no way indicates that the
individual could pass the virus by casual contact. Scientific
evidence oven..rhilmingly has shown the virus can only
passed
through receipt of blood or through intimate sexual contact.
3. The widespread testing of individuals in this State for
antibodies to the virus will certainly compromise the
confidentaality that has so far been shared between patients and
physicians at our hospitals and medical centers.
It \vould
clearly prevent us from continuing the basic research that we
have done in this disease through the cooperation and help of
individuals infected with the virus or at risk for virus
infection.
4.
I would imagine that the funds required to do this
widespread testing would be extremely high, and wasted on this
effort.
It could only result in decreased funding available
through the State for important basic and clinical research on
this disease. We are very grateful to the State for their past
and continued support of AIDS research.
Clearly, funds for
scientific studies would provide the greatest progress towards
eventually preventing the spread of AIDS and curing thedisease.
I certainly hope that the AIDS proposal, which is based on
no sound scientific information, will be rejected by members of
this State.

~..

A./Levy,
l .D.
c;"-1
rofessor of ed1c1ne,
Microbial y and I~~unology,
and of Pathology
Research Associate, cancer
Research Institute
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Kizer, M.D., X.?.H.
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LaRouche Initiative
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July 11, 1986

fice of AIDS
1812- 14th St., Rm. 200
5-0553

As requested, attached please find the motion from the
California AIDS

Advisory·Co~mittee

Meeting of July 11, 1986,

on the LaRouche Initiative.
'·

Donald

o.

Lyman,

Attachment

RECE\V~::O

JIJL 2. l \986

~.D.,

Chief
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The Chairman entertains a motion from the AIDS
that we resolve that the LaRouche AIDS initiat
impractical and destructive and that we encourage
Health Services, the Director of the
of
Services, the members of the Administration and the members of
the Legislature to vocally and actively
s
Motion moved by Dick Pabich, seconded by Dr.
favor vli th Dr. Lyman abstaining.

Office of AIDS
072186
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State Ballot Ir1itic.tive
TO THE }\.IDS INITIATIVE
CHA's Executive Committee met
week and voted to oppose
November ballot. The initiative, which is backed by Lyndon
AIDS cases and ind
whose blood contains the HTLV-III antibody
Department
Health Services.
Individuals with AIDS and
antibody could be subjected to quarantine and isolation statutes.

Initiative on the
require that
reported to the
to the

CHA believes
initiative is a poor public health policy
hysteria regarding AIDS and
transmission. Medicat experts stress
trc.nsmitted through
and body fluids, and the Department
determined that
testing and quarantine policies are not
The initiative
discrimination,
Association aild

cause high risk individuals
hasteiling spread of t_he disease.
organizations in opposing

First Reading (C5?5 ~3
lishe~ evecy week by the
California Hosp1tal Assacia: oni 1023 12th Street,
Sacramento, CA

95S1L..

(916 443-7.:401 ~

per year, n~n-me~bers 550.
at Sacra~entc, CA

POSTMASTER:
CHA First
Sacramento,

Send ad=ress
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Since approx mately 1981, when the first cases of unusual cancers
and infections among previously healthy homosexual men i
New York
ves, we have learned that in fact we are facing a
c with the potential to kill the
ori
of the
on over the next 20 to 30 years.
over 24,000 cases of AIDS in the U~S. have been
Center for Disease Control. Well over 13 000
these
dead. I
of 1986, at a conference n Martinque,
th
from CDC estimated that, based on
c studies, at least 1.75 million Americans were
infec ed carr
s of the virus. Based on the
doubling time of
ei
months for the number of infected individuals we can estimate
that no less
4 million individuals in the U.S. are nfected virus
carriers.
vast majority of those individuals will d e of AIDS or
AIDS-related causes
1990 with a million such deaths occurring
during the nex
18 months.
n the
ate
California aver 5500 cases of
IDS have been
conf rmed and,
ing to Dr. Kenneth Kizer, approx mately
,000
Californians
ers of the virus.
situation is much worse. Based on
studies, even
conservative estimates
the
of
the general
of Central Africa inf
at
101..

Given the
ng body of evidence that 25 - 30 I. of infected
individuals may carry the virus without developing anti-bodies and
are c
le of ransmitting the virus and infecting other people> and
given the pit ul state of screening in the U.S and elsewhere, these
studies grossly understate the extent of the
em.
But, even
the flawed statistical data at hand, it is clear
that unless
health measures are imposed immediately to
the
spread of this deadl disease, AIDS will soon be the leading cause of
death in the U.
The failure to impose those measures up to now have
resu
undoubtedly the worst public health emergency in
this nation's
Much of
a ure to impose the standard measures that we
impose f
communicable diseases has been attributed to an
insistence
is a disease "that is hard to
",
only
intimate
contact or the introduction of infected b cod into
the
. Those who say that there is very little
from "casual
contact," if casual
act is to be defined as transmission
means
OTHER THAN introduct on of infected blood, blood
, or semen
into the bad of another are liars. The evidence of this is known to
every
ble medical official and public health agency. The fact
that this evidence is being either ignored or suppressed constitutes
one of the most evi cover-ups in medical history as well as a
criminal di
for the general welfare of our people and our
national security.
Attached to this testimony you will find a concise but thorough
summary of same of that evidence, including
fie citations from
the medical
terature. I believe other speakers will go into even
further detai
on the medical evidence on the
al
transmissabili
of this disease.

i

to those who contract
active carr er of the
carrier presents any
infected person will car y
before becoming "sick .
s
walk around, infect ng count
showing symptoms'
So
Th

f

relatively spea
becomes wha
typ
The

fever
hemor

1) Since AIDS is a
window of an AIDS carri
CI1, as
with
The disease-spec
with a mortali
fever epidemics, untreated
fever
other
surviving
s AI

3)
mak ng i
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so
closest disease. Other diseases have an MCI value of: malaria <240>;
yellow fever <150>; typhoid (60>; plague (50>; dengue hemorrhagic
fever (50>; untreated cholera (50).
The on
~tfional response tc the current situation is the
equivalent of an Apollo Pr ect Mission orientation; an
zed,
crash research effort to create a breakthrough in this area. There is
research going on~ Some of it is·excellent. But it is not enough; the
amount being spent is so small that our government's present AIDS
program is a
m jake. We need regional treatment centers with
national and international research protocols. We must make
brea
on every possible flank to defeat this disease.
First, we must aim to suppress the infection. This means
attempting to prevent a person already infected from conti
ng to be
a carrier of the infection. It also means attempting to suppress the
growth of the disease in the person already infected. Second, we must
aim to develop bot cure and inoculation for the infection.
However~
we have no cure for AIDS nor do we have an assured
method of treatmen to supress the infection. At
, detection
and isolation of
sons infected with AIDS is our first line of
defense. Every person infected with AIDS is, however innocent
, a
menace to hundreds or thousands of others.
The open ng
ds of our constitution identify the purpose of the
Union as "to promote the General Welfare." This nation has a long and
proud tradition of nstituting whatever public health measures we
deemed necessary to
the general welfare. In almost all cases,
e~cellent publ c health statutes are on the becks. Actually, where
public health is concerned, the United States "wrote the book." We
were the first nat on in the world to require that baby's milk be
pasteuri:ed, to guard infants against milk-borne infections <Chicago,
1908).

At the turn of the century, after the Spanish-American war, the
ambitions and
c considerations of the United States turned
decisively toward the Caribbean, as plans for building a canal across
the Isthmus of Panama were revived. Past attempts at this,
particularly by the French, had been abandoned because costs escalated
unbearably as a result of the heavy dying-off of the workforce from
malaria and
low ever. Control of these mosquito-borne
seases
became critically important, and unprecedented resources were placed
at the disposal of the medical officers entrusted with this task. The
result was
ar: A rigorous and energetic sanitary
ice,
supported and sustained
meticulous observation of mosquito numbers
and patterns of behavior, succeeded in reducing these previously
formidable killers to trifling proportions.
Long before 1921, when a partially effective vaccine
nst
tuberculosis was finally produced, systematic efforts to isolate
sufferers from TB in sanatoria, together with such simple methods of
prophylaxis as sl
ing mil~ cattle found tc harbor TB bacilli and
prohibiting spitting in public places, acted to hasten the retreat of
pulmonary forms of nfection. Protein-rich dietary habits were spread
as part of a re-education movement.
During the 1918 influenza pandemic, measures were taken that
might seem absolutely extraordinary to today's advocates of "civil
rights" for AIDS: In Philadelphia, schools, theaters, churches were

c osed t
avoi
population wore masks.
Faced with
wi
hav!?
that AIDS
ace
To
osts:
The
facilities
are deemed to
3) The cost
ef ort.
41 The
increasing nutr
unsanitar
hellholes.
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s

sease.
Once
Services is
communi cab
be

from

bed by law for
diphtheria, and
place AIDS, and the
of Health Servi
ons,
which is al
ch includes every other

ng the
icable

d

s p aced on this list, the
red to treat AIDS the same

disease; and the
as
These are all
andard, proven
existed as state
for years. Their constituti
test
ld n state and federal courts
would any rational, normal person oppose
be
ai ned in one word: "t"''ONEY II
ia, our government does
, no matter how many millions
such stubborn, callous neglect.
cost if we do not fund measures t
IDS?
Ri
now,
between 3 and 5 million Americans al
infected
about 1992 most of those wi 1 be dead
less
c-heal
s taken, an additional 10 mi
ion, or more
ected with AIDS by 1992. We are movi
toward the
thousands of Americans die of AIDS
imated $100,000 or
cost of not fi
ITION 64 were
a

from? Mr.
several
nati
this same amount
nstead of drugs, that waul
in our economy. The
Hollywood
es, could
contribution to
ncome of the state of California.
source of added tax
e income from economic
idemic, and
money needed to fi
the AI
wi
be found
f
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AV
Yr
n
Could ve e Life of
Someone in Your famlly
Every leading medical institution in the United States and
Western Europe knows that the deadly disease called AIDS is
spread
"casual contact." In the following pages, you will
read a sample of some of the facts known to every leading
will
our facts are taken from
medical authority. As
both published reports some of
world's leading medicalm;earch authorities, and from intensive personal discussions
of the evidence with those authorities.
The facts which medical research has proven so far, include
the following:
L Under present
about 100% of the
people infected with the AIDS virus will die of AIDS or AIDSrelated disease.
2. Bodily fluids of persons infected with AIDS carry the
AIDS virus, and the virus in those secretions can
alive for
several days or longer.
3. Persons with AIDS-caused
can spread AIDSinfected droplets through the air in the same way that active
tuberculosis is spread by droolel:s.
4. Biting insects Clm carry
from
infected person to
another person: (a)
serum from
infected person carried
in the mouth of the
The
itself can become
infected with AIDS, although further
is needed on the
way various types of AIDS-infected insecl:s may transmit the
virus to persons.
S. Scientific studies show that a rm:J>Wllli!
victims are neither homosexuals,
or haemophiliacs.
All of this evidence is known to every responsible medical
official and public-health agency,
those who say
there is very little danger from "casual contact," are liars.. They
are guilty of one of the most evil
in medical history.
California PROPOSmON 64, is the way to protect your
family and yourself from this
All that PROPOSmON 64
require the government and public health agencies of the state of California, to
take those normal measures already
law for diseases ranging from measles, through
diphtheria,
and bubonic plague.
Obviously, no sane person should be opposed to PROPOsmoN 64. Yet, there are many reasons that some people are
opposing the Proposition. Actress Liz
for example:
because her scheduled Turin,
"live AIDS" rock-concert
was discovered to be a rally for satanism, the churches and
others shut the concert down. Patty
the leader of the

2

kookish faction· 'in
been sponsoring wild exhibitions
streets. Forget Liz
and
some people, who seem
OPIPOS.mg
Their motive can be exJ>llunea
MONEY means three
1. Public
infection;
2. Adequate medical care for those m.tectecl with AIDS;
3. A
program" of medical
to develop~
also a cure for the infection.
Since I am
to be influential in some scientific circles
internationally, I have used that influence to
support
for AIDS research. I have received
from some of the
world's
as to the
of corlQu,erirl.l
know,
the
potentially wipe out the entire human
choice: spend
to
or
How much
at the amount of money needed
in three sep$ilratt
1. Am~ericatns
the Pentagon is speneltJng for nallonru Cl<eielJse;
of what Americans are now
on
we could fund the medical care and research

AIDS.
2. How much will it cost if we do not fund measures to stop
AIDS? Right now, there are
3 and 5 million Americans
already infected with AIDS. By about 1992 most of those will
be dead. Unlessipublic-health sction is
an additional 10
million, or more Americans will be
with AIDS by
1992. We are moving toward the
that hundreds of thousands of Americans die of AIDS
each
If it costs
an estimated $100,000 or more to treat an
patient, what
will be the cost of not
AIDS?
3. The amount we
be
on basic medical
research should be about
billion a year nat1ma.uy
The cost to the state of California, if
64
were voted down, would be far
than if it is voted up.
Where will the money come
AmeriClms are now spending several. hundreds of billions of
on drugs,
mostly imported drugs. This is a
cause to
the growth of our national
and
of our foreign·
trade deficit. If this same amount
were spent on goods
and services, instead of
that
cause a significant
anrount of growth in our economy.
amount wasted on
cocaine and other drugs at Hollywood
could be a
nificant contribution to the income of
state of ....w,.. ..,, .., ...
Do we need a quick source of added taxable income from
economic growth? Clean up the
and the money
needed to fight the AIDS epidemic
be found.
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Biological Holocaust

A

Warren J. Hamennan,
Grauerholz, M.D., F.C.A.P.,
vu•~~...... Tennenbaum, Ph.D.,
D.P.H.
M.D.
~"·~·-·e. Lillge, M.D.
gence Review
was released at a conference in
on Aug.

of Executive Intellion AIDS, which
D.C. vicinity

, 1986.

co1npilete:d we have learned
Ironically, since the
(CDC) has prepared
that the Atlanta Centers
for AIDS over time
an actuarial report oo
which is consistent with oor results.
Now let us look at the facts. We
you in the fonn of a series
displays.
that
among the most highly
Existing statistics
and is the most deadly mhuman
infectious epi1cl.enlics
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United

very
"fast
mic needles and direct blood transfusions.
according to the statistical
may appear to be a "slow
track" transmission disease
1% as communicable
infectious viruses.
the AIDS
virus a
time bomb.
AIDS has
the
of
epidemic,
tends to be delivered
with other co-infections and the AIDS carrier
infection over at
least a I00 times as many
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presence of suitable vectors for blood transfer or prolonged
in the presence of infected individuals.
Homosexual anal sex and intravenous drug use, with sharing
of contaminated needles, represent atypical, but highly efficient, methods of
contaminated blood and/or other
secretions from one infected individual to another. Homosexuals and drug-users represent "fast-track" transmission routes
through bodily contact and direct serum-transfer. They affect
the
for transmission to non-homosexual, non-druguser populations, by means of increasing the number and concentration
AIDS-carriers in a locality. Transmission from
existing concentrations of AIDS-carriers to non-infected persons is, relatively speaking, "slow-track" transmission. The
question then becomes, what is the rate of transmission through
each of the possible types of vectors corresponding to the slow
track?
The rate of slow-track transmission must tend to vary most
significantly according to environmental factors in the locality.
Areas of concentration of insect
and of poor sanitation
generally, must be suspected to have relatively the highest rates
of transmission, as in Central Africa and Belle Glade, Florida.
To the
the conditions in the locality converge upon
troJ:)!C~iHlllsease conditions, the environmental factors must be
relatively
A serious
health research program
must address the question of
more typical routes
of transmission of retroviruses, such as the AIDS virus, now
that the atypical,
efficient routes have provided us with
high numbers and concentrations of carriers.

on at least some of the "heterosexual transmission" cases, since
people sharing the same bed would share the same bedbugs,
as Dr. Caroline Macleod observed some time ago.
whether a
insect can be a
The second question
systemic carrier of the AIDS virus and, if so, whether the bite
of that insect conveys the AIDS virus
into the system
of the person bitten. The implications of this are enormous,
since while mechanical transmission would be limited by the
ability of the virus to survive the digestive processes of the
insect and the rigors of environmental exposure outside the
body, systemic infection could
for the life of the insect.
The Pasteur Institute data
of this
question in the affirmative,
to anyone serlOI.ltS!y mtE~re~ii'Pn
in dealing with the AIDS problem,
to address the environmental qu~:sti<:>ns
The reactions of Drs.
Jaffee, Francis, et aL are the
reactions of bureaucrats and not scientists, the sort of
who shape facts to fit
rather than
coherent with scientific
Evidence
support the policy will be
evidence
twisted to cohere with the policy wil.l be so
which contradicts the policy will be
and those who provide such evidence will be banilSsc>d
famed.

CUuaJ Transmission Not Disproved

The bottom line is that "casual transmission" blood suc:lmlt!t
insects, infected saliva, and
aerosols is the oonnal
way by which most animal
are transmitted. Studies
Opportunities and Mechanisms
which purport to show lack of casual transmission on the basis
of absence of seroconversion in household conta..u are doubly
Aerosol Transmission
At a certain stage, AIDS infection presents itself in the form flawed. First, the numbers of individuals is sma!I, and secondly,
of a primary respiratory infection
the AIDS virus. Re- the absence of antibodies in individuals carrying the virus is
cases. A number
searchers at the Pasteur Institute
over a year ago; characteristic of household contacts in
of the Amerthat the virus was present in the
secretions of a of studies, including a recent report in the
patient with this infection. For obvious reasons, in this form, ican Medical Association, document the ability to repeatedly
AIDS has a potential aerosol transmission in approximately the culture mv over time in persons with no antibodies to the
order of active tuberculosis infection. Activation of tuberculosis virus. Infection of a transfusion recipient antibody negative
is, in fact, one of the best markers for AIDS-related immU- blood has recently been reported in the
own Morbidity
nosuppression, especially in areas where environmental factors and Mortality Weekly Report.
are strongly implicated in AIDS transmission. The question is,
is AIDS transmissible in aerosols emitted by victims of pul- Conseq11ences of lnfedion wltJl
monary tuberculosis who have concurrent AIDS lung infection? One possible consequence of infection with the mv is the
development of the full-blown acquired immune deficiency
lnsect~Bite Transmission
syndrome (AIDS), characterized by unusual tumors, such u
The first question, is whether an insect which bites an infected Kaposi's sarcoma, central nervous system
and in·
person, and then promptly bites a non-infected person, is trans· fections by unusual parasites, such u Pne:umocystis
mitting infectious virus to the non-infected person. This ques· and various fungi, such as candida albicans and cryptoc.occus.
tion has already been answered affirmatively for equine infectious
The most common fatal infection in the United States.is a
anemia virus (EIAV) and bovine leukemia virus (BLV), two pneumonia caused by the parasite Pneumocystis carinii. Kaanimal retroviruses which share significant genetic relation to posi's sarcoma in the United States OCCUfi!J prredominantly 11.m001
the AIDS virus (HIV), as well as a number of other retroviruses. homosexual men and can cause death by extensive bleeding
The data from Belle Glade and Venezuela indicate that insect from the tumors, which are composed of abnormal blood vesexposure, documented by evidence of exposure to other insect sels.
transmitted diseases, is present in persons with AIDS virus
In Africa, the Caribbean, and a number of mral and wban
infection who have none of the fast track, "high-risk'' factors slums in the southern United States, regular and atypical tufor exposure to the virus. The bedbug study casts serious doubt berculosis are common in AIDS patients and are a major cause
10

virus in late
indicated that, at
cent of such

.ncurable and there are s1gnmtca1rn

bilization of our total biomedical research

way
in this direction.

capabilities, will be worse than futile.
Passage of PROPOSITION 64
the firsr step in the mo-

Tbe p.,...,,_,,.t Situ~r~ti(Jin
Whatever the
of
Human immunodeficiency Virus,
there can little doubt of its potential effect. Upwards of fifty
million
are probably infected worldwide today, and
every one
them is under a death sentence. In addition each
infected individual is a
source of infection to others.
Any response to this situation, short of a full scale crash mo-

bilization to meet the threat of this disease. The issue has
nothing to do with
has to with the epidemic
incurable disease for which we have no
spread of a
vaccine, a disease which is not, and
was, the
property of homosexuals or any other "risk group." A vote
against PROPOSITION 64, whether from a
concept
of "civil
or to save money in the
to not fight this
and a vote for your
you choose to or not.
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health

with an increase

especially Brazil,

for blood contamination
on the
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15.
the Common

studying the ep!Cielmc,io~tY
and transmission of AIDS virus infection.
and letters on AIDS in the
Nature, the Canadian
Medical Association
The Economist,
and a German
of dermatol<:;szv
Hautkrankheiten in German).
6) On third
1986, my letter entitled "Infectious AIDS"
was published in Nature
). It includes the
"Under
the AIDS virus is
of

P.J., Schoub, B.D.: "Survival of HIV in
5, 1986, page 45.

inated

On
of
Trans

DS

I, John Richard Seale,
make
and say as follows:
l) I am a registered Medical Practitioner of the United Kingdom and have been since 1951.
2) I have been a Bachelor of ,..,_,,,.m,.m'"
1951 , a Doctor of Medicine
of the
Society of Medicine ''""""'""'""'
Fellow the Medical Society
of the Medical Society for the
(London) since 1963, and a member
Physicians (London) since 1953.
at
Uni3) I studied medicine from
versity and St. Thomas ""'"P'uu l!.AI"'"'"', and spent the year
Harvard University in the
1958-59 in study and research
U.S.A.
4) I have been engaged in the ,.,N,rht't>
since 1951; at St. Thomas
Medicine and Clinical "'"'"""''"'"u
Corps
Internal and
ton
London 0 955), Thoracic 'vs""·"'·'"'"'
culosis; at the National
for
(1956),
at St. Mary's HO!iplUII,
Internal Medicine; and at the Middlesex and
pitals, London (1962-76), as Consultant
and
Medicine. Since
partments of
1976 till the present, have been in private consultant practice
in London,
in
Medicine and Sexually Transmitted Diseases. Since
several of my patients
have suffered and died from AIDS and several others are infected with the AIDS virus.
16

Or JYu""""'

ITICCii'IIUUC!U

tranSIDl!>SiCII'I

blood-sucking insects and
The letter concludes
tality of
also
the AIDS epulem1c
health; it is the start
In the four months since the letter was puEmsJneo
no letter has been
in the
public health official
that any of my conclusions
were erroneous. It is my belief that Nature one of the most
highly respected
with an international standing, comparable to the American
of the

fundamental scientific papers
the epidemic have been
in Nature,
the first
desc.ription, in January 1985, of the full nucleotide sequence
of the AIDS virus, by Dr. Robert
Dr. William
and seventeen other American scientists.
7) On first August,
the Journal
the
of Medicine published an
sans ami, entitled "AIDS
Virus Infection: Prognosis and Transmission"
In
the ensuing
the
February, 1986
the potential for ~,.,n,,-,ltot-v
mission of the AIDS
association with pulmc•nrury
berculosis, was discussed .
8) On first August,
the Journal
of Medicine published further correspor1dence
of the AIDS
from the exiled Soviet OlOIOilSt,
A. Medvedev and myself (manuscripts
9) Dr. Medvedev and myself have""'"'""''""""
to the Journal of the Royal Society
analysis of the origins of the AIDS
and the role of
the multi-use hypodermics (Exhibit 5). The date of
has not
been cited.
10)
manuscript entitled "The AIDS
6), written by me, will be
in Travel MP'nu·n''"
ternational on first \,.1\;lut~er,
II) On the 28th of
at the invit!lltinn
Axelrod, Commissioner for Health for
livered a paper at the International :sv1mposrum

7
HilLA V
this largely heterosexual
A
transmitted disease does not confine itself to a single poor
Ne•.ttralization data reveal< a remarkably high
of antibodies to several different potentially pathltnr.<'""'" tran<:mitted vtru'>e'> l Seventeen
serum :mttbodies to Ma·
a
serogroup arbovirus endemic to the Caribbean and South America and previously never reported in
the United States. This data should be irrefutable proof of
environmental exposure
this economically disadvantaged
group
"The
interview form virtually ignores important
environmental considerations. For example, there is no anempt
to
exposure to
insects. or identify time
and
o~ exposure.
history is inadequate and
there is no mention of recreational activities, i.e .. fishing on
canals. There is no measure of exposure to wild and domestic
animals which carry fleas and
and serve as a reservoir for
arbovirus infections and such
""n"'""" carinii. There is

serum
runate
come
the connection between environment
disease in
ll. A letter in the July 5, 1986 issue of The Lancet documents
the recovery of the AIDS virus
one hour after
they were fed on infected blood. Another letter in the March
6, 1986 New England J~Jurnal
Medicine reports finding
antibodie~ to HTLV-HI/1 AV in of24 Venezuelan mine workers with malaria, who had no other risk factor for the disease.
These data alone are more than
indicators of the
potential of blood-sucking insects to transmit this virus.
12. On the question of
of
HTL v. IIJ/LA V, now known as the Human Immunodeficiency
Virus, in the July 18, l985New
JournalofMedicine,
researchers from the Pasteur
in Paris, reported isolation of LAY (their term for AIDS virus) from the pulmonary
secretions of a 30-year-old woman with ARC (AIDS-Related
Complex) and Chronic
Interstitial Pneumonitis. She
had no history of blood
abuse, or sexual
promiscuity, and so it is difficult
if one accepts
Dr. Silverman's
on transmission
this agent, how
she could possibly be infected with the
which was isolated
from her
secretions
13. Chronic
Interstitial
a
primary infection of the
other
infectious agents have been isolated from these patients, and
a patient with this infection who
will aerosolize the
virus into his/her surroundings. In view of the large number
of AmS-infected individuals
at 500,000 in Cali-

IR

fomia alone,
to Dr. Kenneth
the
prevalence of tuberculosis in AIDS-infected individuals,
occurrence of simultaneous infection
the lungs with tuberculosis and the AIDS
is more than theoretical possibility.
Again, in
Silverman's statement in paragraph
of Exhibit E that "'This is false.
medical
studies clinical data which

.... ~n.r:~ttvrv

transmission.

14. The

Central Africa
studies of which I am aware have documented
homosexuality or intravenous
Africa. In addition.
the demonstration that
can carry the
nodeficiency Virus, casts serious doubt
the'"~"''--""'""
spread heterosexual transmission, since the
heterosexual transmission cases come from poorer socio-economic backgroul)ds
are
to be a part
heterosexual transmission case docthe ·environment. The
umented in San Francisco was in a
dence presented by Dr. Nathan
Conference on African AIDS, that 21%
Francisco had had intercourse with one or more females in
last five years.
16. The facts are that AIDS is
disease which is
lethal once synlpt<>ms
of the infection
that it
Silverman is willing to admit, and
transmission other than "the intimate
during sexual relations and the v~~, .. ~•• ,.,v
blood a.s in IV drug abuse," is cotltmtuirle
spite of his categorical refusal to
I declare under penalty of perjury that the
and correct and if called upon as a witness I could coJmpeten!l•
testify thereto.
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various insect cell
and mosquito, were
"marked" or
AIDS viruses.
were "marked" with ftuorescin. Six (6)
the
material of the host insect cells was
amounts of the
organization of
"marked virus" m<'"'"""'""t''ri
in the world that
the host cell' This is the
'nc·nnY>r·:~te;li into the
the AIDS virus binds onto

don't the
data"
The reason
because the CDC and
SU1PDI'CS1;ed and thrown out
data
determined
restricted "risk "'"""'"'"''""

tions.

"'"''ym:,.,u insects and by

the
either side of each ''cut,"
TseTse
black

In the imect cell

Conclusions
work standing benine French
"Conclusion":
The demonstration that insect

teron

any

effects.

are
of
can fix the HIV
to state that
CD4 molecule is not the
one which is able to absorb this virus. ,....,,..",..,."'"''""
the fact that insect cells, which have integJratc~d
their genotype, express no viral activity
which is (are)
the presence of
the presence of sequences
to the HIV
virus in the genotype of insects
in
or in the
Central African
endemic zone for the virus,
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It has not been oo!:sm1e
of infected dr<)sophila
and sera
can be detected
of
these results show
the HIV virus is blocked
an undetermined
mechanism which is
to insect cells.
no viral

4. Presence of DNA sequences homoiosous to those or

and Pahokee.

the HIV virus
rica-

many
northern
3. A letter from several South African scientists was
5, 1986 issue of The Lancet documenting
lished in the
had isolated the AIDS virus (HIV) from common
""''"'"''!","' in their
one hour after they were fed AIDSinfected blood. Doctors S.F.
P.G. Jupp and B.D. Schoub
from the
of Virology, University of the Witwawrote the
tersrand,
~-'"·"""''""'IS area

HIV for one hour in C. lectularius
common
following the feeding on a bloodvirus mixture suggests that mechanicai transmission of the
virus between human
could be carried out by bedbugs.

rained in prelimmru
from those
observed from various
isolates
the HIV virus.

Mechanical transmission
on an insect being infected
while
on an infected host, and then moving to a susits blood meaL The South African
cetmole host to
conclusion:

Drosophila melanogaster
Drosophila melenogaster
Aedes aegypti

First
larva

stage
Culex pipiens
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Absent
Absent

There
atitis B
mission
African

strong evidence for mechanical transmission
virus
the common bedbug . . . . Similar transof HIV by
may be a cause of infection
15-22% of AIDS cases have
children. In
whereas in the U.S.A., this proportion is
""!'!1'."3'"'!1'. that there are modes of transmission
other than those recognized in the U.S.A.

Another letter in the March 6, 1986 New England Journal
reports
antibodies to HIV (the AIDS virus)
8 of 24 Venezuelan mine workers with malaria who had no
other risk factor for the disease. The disease vector for malaria,
the
and maps of its global distribution
the classic markers of the worldwide Tropical Insect Belt.
M••nu·JnP

interview with

that in an area where you have human
insects, it would certainly be reaan abundance of
sonable and
to
patterns of
mechanical transmission of retroviruses, of which HTL Vm is an example.
We have
evidence to support environmental
at a number of such factors in the
en11ir<>nnnertta! surveys we have done over the past two years
field work in a number
areas
the course of
21

4
Florida. We
particular interest in insecttransmitted disease, and we are looking at repeated exposure
some of the regular insect-transmitted viruses (arboviin relation to AIDS. Of course, worldwide, there are
different insect-transmitted viruses, a small number
but we are becoming more
a
group of arboviruses: the
Hnnv:•mwPrll viruses, which have approximately 20 memworldwide and are more common in certain tropical
Our
evidence is that virtually 100% of
tested to date in South Florida

a Hying syringe, transmit
the other.

In response to a question on what actions she would
ommend in Belle Glade given an unlimited budget, Dr. Macleod
responded:

you essential!
have very

sect control. When
lot of insects. When
rid of
When

rat control.

Whiteside's
Caroline L
an
interview with our Task Force in October 1985, described the
way in which "mechanical" transmission by large-blood sucking insects occurs:

lt' s well documented
these (retro]viruses

contact, and the
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and less so in cows, that
transmitted by large
other words, if you have large
flies-in
numbers, not in
numbers, with animals in close
are sick. the flies will, literally like

A
U.S. AIDS researcher""'""'""""""
him the French paper by Dr.
"With all this wonderful scientific research
someone would be working
as hard to
this damn disease."
Lyndon LaRouche commented
response: "We are."
I warmly salute this gr(lUilidb:reakJ
work of Dr.
Chermann 's research team and
that the
name "Pasteur," the cn:amp1<m
re.search, will forever be associated

Viva Louis Pasteur!

Pass

Name ~~~--~,-~~,-~~-~--~~Address _,~---~-~-----~,,,~,~-- ,,,,_,_,~,--,-,,-~-

payable
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Health Officers Association of California
Testimony in Opposition to Proposition 64
Car 1 L. Sm i th , M. 0 . , M. P. H.
Alameda County Health Officer
As a Local Health Officer representing the Health Officers Association of
California I will address four issues related to Proposition 64.
(1) Local Health Officers are already heavily engaged in the
control of AIDS and related conditions in California.
(2) Proposition 64 will destroy most of our current efforts which
are necessary to prevent infection with the virus that causes AIDS.
(3) Existing law provides the Health Officer with the necessary
power to examine and isolate an individual with a communicable
disease.
(4) Local governments will not be able to bear the cost of
implementing the requirements of this proposition.
Local Health Officers now carry out a number of activities which will
prevent the transmission of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).
These include active case surveillance, serologic studies, contact
investigation, and disease investigation. These special studies and
investigations have as their purpose the indentification of individuals
and groups who are most in need of education and information about the
prevention of HIV infection. The Local Health Officer also carries out
research studies which have as their purpose the estimation of the future
course of the epidemic in the community and the estimation of future
service needs of the community.
All of these disease control activities require the cooperation of the
community. These efforts are based on the voluntary participation of
individuals who may be at risk for infection. Without this voluntary
participation it would be impossible to reach those individuals who need
to be educated about the trans~fssion of the virus. Proposition 64 will
preclude all voluntary participation in disease studies and investigation
and undercut the significant efforts that are now being made to control
the spread of the disease.
Local Health Officers have the necessary power to examine. isolate, and
quarantine individuals who are infected with a communicable disease.
This power is assigned to the Health Officer by our society with the
expectation that it will only be exercised after the Health Officer has
carefully evaluated the status of the individual involved and has
exercised sound medical and epidemiologic judgment. Proposition 64

HdiAc
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Testimony in Opposi
Page 2

on to Proposition 64

removes is judgmental factor and bases the decis n to isolate or
quarantine on political
sconception rather than medi
and
epidemiol
c information.
Local governments will not be able to support the costs
statute. Setting aside the ethical and professionals ques
Local Health Officer will have to address before the county
impl
any of the provisions of Proposition 64 1
have to bear the cost of (1) enhancing current regi
include individuals with serologic evidence of HIV i
i
gation and follow-up on individuals reported to
department; {3 follow-up of contacts identified in inves
reported cases, 4) identification of individuals
show
evidence
H infection; (5) assessment of
sk
each of these
fied individuals; (6) establishi
isolation, and travel restrictions of those indiv.i
determined to
at risk for the transmission of
and court costs associated with the litigation
of
se ac ons. In Alameda County alone I have
to exceed 14 mi111on dollars a year.

1

for

n stress that Local Health Officers now have
In cl
ng I
ty and legal mandate to take all actions required of
necessary
demic. The passage of Proposition
this or any
will badly damage
es which are necessary to control H infection
AIDS
current acti
in California.
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TestiMony in favor of Proposi ion 64
John Grauerholz, M.D., F.C.A.P.
On the question of "risk gYoups,
the p oblf?fi"l is simply that
the very concept of risk groups is incoMpetent, and the
so-called risk groups have repeated y changed over tiMe.
The
basis of this incompetent approach was a failure, froM the
beginni g, to coMe to grips with
his situation from a classical
public health st
oin .
Many of the same medi a
e perts who
now espouse the current risk groups, whatever they happen to be
today, once condemned the idea that the disease could be
communicated through blood transfusions.
AIDS or Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome was first
described in the early 1980 s as a group of unusual infections
~nd tumors affecting previously healthy hoMosexual men.
The
term AIDS actually supplanted an earlier term, GRIDS, or Gay
Related Immune Deficiency Syndrome, when it became evident that
the disease also affected intravenous drug users, hemophiliacs,
and a number of Haitian immigrants.
These constituted the
original "risk groups," the so-called four H's, homose~·;uals,
heroin addicts, hemophiliacs and Haitians.
Later, as the
Haitians were moved out of the concentration camps in southern
Florida, where they had been crowded under unsanitary
conditions, the incidence of the disease in the Haitian
immigrant population declined and they were dropped from the
"risk groups" for the disease.
This left us with homosexuals, heroin addicts, and
hemophiliacs, to whom were shortly added a number of transfusion
related cases, and then the pediatYic cases original y reported
from New Jersey.
Among the first 10,000 cases reported to the
Centers for Disease Control were a number of prostitutes, only
one of whom was not an IV drug user.
In 1984, actually in late 1983,
t was discovered that a
cytotoxic Yetrovirus was associated with the development of the
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.
Retroviruses had been well
known t
cause diseases in a number of animal species, ranging
from th common house cat to sheep, goats, cattle, horses, and
monkeys.
In all these animals, t ansmission from infected
animals to uninfected animals is
three primary means.
1. Vertical transmission from an infected mother to her
offspring during pregnancy or horizontal transmission to the
offspring through infected milk during breast feeding.
2. Horizontal transmission from one animal to another by
salivary contact Clicking or the equivalent of kissing) or
aerosol transmission of infected respiratory secretions.
3. Mechan1cal transmission of infected blood or serum from
on
animal to another by bloodsuc ing insects.
The botton1 line is that "casual transmi sion" by b ood
sucking insects, infected saliva, and respiratory aerosols is
the normal way by which most animal Yetroviruses are
transmitted.
In addition these viruses are well documented to
underg a high rate of mutation and are c
le of acquiring the
ability to infect new cells within a species, and of acquiring
the ability to infect new species of animals.
For instance,
there is good evidence that HTLV-I, the first "human" r-etrovirus
in fact represents human infection by Bovine Leukemia Virus, an
insect, and milk, transmitted virus of domestic cattle.
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Studies from Central Africa do in fact show clustering of
cases within families and a high seroprevalence of antibodies to
HIV among children in remote areas of Zaire.
Even the recent
study from Kinshasa by Drs. Mann and Quinn, etc., which purports
to rule out household transmission, showed clustering of cases
and infection of preadolescent children.
In addition, not all
housel1o d members were studied, which lends a certain suspicion
that data which fail to support the preconceived conclusion may
exp
ience
certai
difficulty in being included in such
studies.
In addition, none of these studies, in fact, actually
quantifies the environmental variables, such as insect exposure.
In the Belle Glade, Florida, studies, environmental factors
were quantified.
To quote Dr. Mark Whiteside again; ''There is a
public health emergency in Belle Glade.
Over one hundred cases
of AIDS and over sixty cases of tuberculosis cluster in two
central depressed sections of town
There is currently an
explosion of noncharacteristic or 'no identifiable risk' CNIR)
AIDS from the same area.
Independent surveys document a 10%
seroprevalence of antibodies to HTLV-III/LAV in this largely
heterosexual population
A sexually-transmitted disease does
not confine itself to a single poor neighborhood.
Neutralization data reveal a remarkably high prevalence of
antibodie
to several different, potentially pathoge11ic
arboviruses (mosquito-transmitted viruses).
Seventeen percent
of the target population have serum antibodies to Maguari, a
Bunyamwe
se ogroup arbovirus endemic to the Caribbean and
South Am~rica and previously never reported in the United
States.
This data should be irrefutable proof of environmental
e posure in t is economically disadvantaged group of people.''
A case of salivary transmission from husband to wife was
reported in the December 29, 1984 issue of the British medical
journal, The Lancet.
The husband acquired the infection during
the the su gery whicl1 rendered h m impotent.
His only sexual
cant
wi h his wife, who subsequently became infected, was
k ssing.
In the most recent issue of The Lancet, a case was
repor e~ f om Dusseldorf of a six year old child who acquired
the in ection from his 3 year old, transfusion infected brother,
as a consequence of a surface bite by the younger child.
There
was n
b eed ng or bruising associated with the bite.
The upshot of the forgoing, and the bedbug study which I
shall r f
en e below, is that a most of the so-called
l
ases i
A rica and the Caribbean, wh1ch constitute
t e
y of cases in the world, are not transmitted by
sexual con act per se, but represent the fact that the
individuals involved share the same environment, and that these
environments are characterized by the same conditions, and the
same vectors, which
esult in transmission of other animal
Casual communication of the infection by an unsuspecting
carrier to an unsuspecting victim is highly likely because it
has al eady occurred.
The case of the impotent husband who
infected his wife by kissing is a classic example.
Since the
virus produces a prolonged asymptomatic carrier state, there is
no reason why a grea many infected, and infectious, individuals
would be aware of their state, if they felt they had no reason
to cons der themselves at risk.
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al

the infection, the initiative rovides th
pr
i
or
isolation and quarantine conta ed in t e California Health
Code-s.
ThesE· .:odt.·:=; do not rna.ndate th
forcible conf
E:ment of
all infected individuals, but do confer on the health
authorities the ability to restrict the activity o
persons who
do not voluntarily comply with measures deemed necessary to
prevent t e spread of infect ous
A "ca1rrier of the i
ecti
e,:tt<d
with the Human Immunodefici
d
m n
either by repeatedly positive ELISA t
w
f1rmation b
Western Blot, or by pos tive virus cul ure.
Simple positivity
on an ELISA test is insufficient t
determine th
presence o
infection.
It would definitel
be the intent to require contact tracing
of persons with AIDS or who are diagnosed as infec ed
i h the
Human Immunodeficiency Virus.
The effect of the passage
f
Propos tion 54 on Califor ia s
rogr
of vo
tary est
for
the AIDS antibody would be to supplement that program by
detecting persons who might not otherwise present themselves for
testing.
The impact on in ormation and education prog ams
directed towards infected individuals would be to i entify the
individuals who should be reached by these programs.
The initiative would place AIDS, and the cond tion of being
a carrier
f the Human Immunodeficiency Virus
und r the present
California Health Codes.
It call
for
f
ement of
hose
codes as written, and does not propose t
alt r the codes
themselves.
Thus if an action is disc etionary
der the
present codes, it would ontinue t
b
What would n
discretionary is a decision not to c
sider the health cod
applicable to carriers of the Human Immun>:,dt::f ciency
us.
The initiative would exclude any carrier of the virus from
being a teacher, employe
lie or p
school; no carrier c
d
1
i l
handler; it would b
,_
he
and th state waul
t
required to stop the
r
t
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CAUFORNIA
NURSES

ASSOCIATION
Shapmg Tomorrows Health Cme

TESTIMONY
CALIFORNIA NURSES ASSOCIATION
INTERIM HEARING ON PROPOSITION 64
THE AIDS INITIATIVE ON THE NOVEMBER 4, 1986 BAllOT
Monday, September 29, 1986

Good afternoon.

My name is Helen Miramontes.

I am a

registered nurse and the president of California Nurses
Association.

I am also a member of the Santa Clara County AIDS

Task Force and a volunteer and board member of the Aris Project,
which is an organization in Santa Clara County providing
emotional support to persons with AIDS and their loved ones.
During the last year and a half, I have lectured extensively on
AIDS to both health professionals and the community at large.
In developing my responses to your questions, I utilized the
supporters of Proposition 64, the Prevent AIDS Now Initiative
Committee's own written interpretive material, in addition to the
wording of the initiative itself.

In response to the first question posed by this committee Yes, CNA does interpret Proposition 64 to require contact tracing

of persons with A OS or persons who are AIDS antibody positive.
The supporters of the init ative state that,
defines AIDS,

he initiative

nd the condition of being a carrier of the HTLV

III virus, legally, as infectious and communicable and places
this disease and this condition on the reportable diseases and
conditions list."

Sc::: F;Clr.c:sco ~ Cckla::d
SarJa

~

Lcs I\.-:.ae~es
D~eg8 "'

CNA Sacramento
Government Relations Ot!ice
llOO Eleventh Street, SUite 200
Sacramento. CA 95814
(916) 446-50!9
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CNA Testimony~ Interim Hearing Proposition 64
September 29, 1986

Page 3

The presence of antibodies indicates exposure to the virus,
and we assume that a

one who is seropositive continues to harbo

the virus within specific cells, the T4 lymphocyte, and possibly
nerve tissue, due to the nature of the virus.
In response to the fourth question - as to the potential
legal impact of the initiative, I believe that mandatory testing
for anyone suspected of having the disease is a real possibility
and a major thrust of this initiative.
loss of employment, loss of health insurance, loss of
housing and income, and potential quarantine are also very real
possibilities for persons with AIDS and/or individuals with
seropositive antibody test results.

I have seen several

situations in which persons with AIDS or ARC, and also loved
ones, without the disease or seropositive antibody test results,
have experienced discrimination and the consequences of job
asses and housing losses.
Finally. in response to the sixth question - how would the
potential development of the vaccine be affected by Proposition
64 and wou d a vaccine produce antibodies that would subject that
vaccinated person to the provisions of proposition 64?
I believe that the passage of this proposition would also
seriously hamper research and treatment.

Further, probably

billions of dollars would have to be spent on surveillance and
monitoring rather than the provision of care and development of a
vaccine and finding a cure.

I
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n
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iforn1a Hospital Association
102312thStreet

P.O.Box1100

Sacramento,CA95805-1JOO

916/441-7401

Testimony of the California Hospital Association
Before the Joint Hearing of the
Senate Health and Human Services
and the
Assembly Election and Reapportionment Co~~ittees
on Proposition 64
September 29~ 1986
Senator Watson, Assemblyman Klehs, and members, I am C. Duane Dauner,
President of the California Hospital Association.
I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before you today on behalf of the hospitals in
California.
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is a major
problem facing every hospital in this state.
It is essential that a
comprehensive pol icy on AIDS be developed to deal with prevention,
education of the public and health workers, payments to providers for
treating AIDS, and research.
Proposition 64 would impede progress in
all of these areas.
Earlier this year the Department of Health Services estimated that
California can expect approximately 30,000 AIDS cases by the end of
1990, with accumulated medical care expenditures approaching $3.5
billion.
Approximately $270 million is expected to come from the
Medi-Cal program. Currently, there is neither a vaccine to prevent
AIDS nor a cure for AIDS.
The most effective intervention available
to us is to restrict further
spreading of the disease through public
education.
If we are to control AIDS, it is critical that we provide
the public with accurate
information regarding the disease,
its
transmission, and prevention.
Inaccurate Public Information Regarding AIDS
The primary message that Proposition 64 sends to the public is that
AIDS can be transmitted throu
casual contact.
This premise contradicts years of scientific med cal research involving family members of
people with AIDS.
Medical experts continue to stress that AIDS is
transmitted through blood transfusions, sexual contact and the sharing
of intravenous needles.
Transmission of body fluids is necessary for
transferring the AIDS virus from one individual to another.
Proposition 64 declares AIDS an infectious, contagious and communicable disease, and its "carr iers"--presumably those whose blood tests
positive for antibodies to HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus), the
AIDS virus--to be in an infectious,
contagious and communicable
condition.
AIDS is not a contagious, infectious or communicable disease in the
ordinary
sense
of
airborne
or
food-borne
infectious
disease.
Measures designed to prevent casual contact are irrelevant.
Reporting
quarantines and restrictions on work or travel which are authorized
under current law are designed to control contagious diseases and will
not reduce the spread of AIDS.

9

n
official faces a
i nterp:ret the regulation

"shall" as applied to AIDS,
$1,500 personal fine for

stringently~

Contact tracing, the tracing of sexual partners of persons with AIDS
or who are AIDS anti
positive, may also
requi ed as a result of
this section
Contact tracing for othe
ually transmitted diseases
such as syphilis and
r
normally traces back two weeks prior to
diagnosis.
Due to the lengthy incubation period of AIDS, effective
contact tracing would require tracing back for five years.
The
diversion of health personnel from cr i ticall
needed tasks to tasks
required not by the reasoned j
of publ c health officials but
by the mandatory nature of the n tiative concerns us.

A University of California study estimates that if the initiative were
interpreted to mandate the dismissal of seropositive workers in the
education and food handling sectors, economic costs in the first year
would include $2.35 billion in lost output in the state and $628
million in adverse fiscal impact on state and local governments.
Assuming that dismissed workers' health insurance could be substantially shifted to Medi-Cal, additional Medi-Cal charges for the state
are est i mated to amount to $ 4 0 m ill i on in 19 8 8- 8 9 , r i s i n g to $ 8 5
million in 1990-91.
Hospitals are in no posit on to bear these costs.
State funding of these costs could divert valuable resources from AIDS
research, treatment and prevention programs.
Proposition 64 would Deplete Voluntary Blood Supply
Another major concern is the detrimental
mpact that Propositi on 64
would have on the voluntary blood supply.
Today, all blood donors are
screened to determine whether their blood contains the AIDS antibody.
These test results are hi
confidential and, of course, blood which
tests positive is discarded.
f every
itive est result were to be
reported to the state, people would
sitate to have their blood
tested, making them ineligib e to donate b ood.
Since the test has a
significant false positive rate, most people would not want to risk
the possibili
of discr
ina ion in the
t that they might test
positive.
A depleted
ood supp
poses a majo health threat to all
Cal fornians.

Hospitals oppose Proposition 64 because it constitutes poor health
policy.
It att
s to app
state laws for control of contagious
diseases to a condition which is no
transmit ted by casual contact.
Proposition 64 would not slow the spread of AIDS, but it would cause
hardship and deprivation of civil ri
ts,
mpede medical progress,
deplete the blood supp
rce people underground, and waste enormous
amounts of state and pri
te resources which could be used more
effectively on treatment, educatio
search for a cure.
Thank you.
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Aids has been so
ic health
authorities and med
ists, that the great
majority of people who die from infection with the
virus are excluded from figures
ished
governments. The US Public Health Service is obscuring
from American citizens the magnitude and gravity of
the Aids epidemic,
ly on instructions from the
White House
The Minis
of Public Health in the
USSR has classified Aids as secret; no research or
review article on any aspect of Aids has been
published in any Soviet scientific journal. Governments
throughout the world are following the dangerously
short-sighted leads given by the two super-powers,
and obscuring the most important facts from their
citizens.
Infection with the Aids
alre
known to be
much more
than
wit Lassa fever or
smallpox viruses, but it us
takes more than five
years to
rather than a couple of weeks.
The Aids virus is characterist
blood transmitted,
rather than sexual
transmitted. Consequent
the
virus is
by repeatedly re-used,
unsterilised
Sexual manouvres that damage
the rectal mucosa
who frequent
change
partners
than
orthodox sexual
Once a critical mass
been infected by
efficient
the virus,
then tr
s
nt means will
inevitably occur increas
These include
blood transfusion, per
al transmission, biological
normal sexual intercourse needle-stick
uries, chance
contact of sores or
blood mechanical
transmission
blood-s
and routine
dental proceedures.
With serial passage of the Aids virus throu
the
human population, evolut
pressures of natural
selection will
those genet
determined
strains which are most read
transmissible.
Characteristical
the pathogenicity of parasitic
microbes also increases with serial passage through
a new host. Consequent
is probable that the
Aids virus will become increasingly
ious, and
increasingly lethal, as the pandemic evolves.
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CDC-Defined AIDS,

Let me give acme concrete examples.

The liat of diseases

included by CDC •• being moderately predictive of

It is important to realise just how narrow, re1trietive,
and mialeading ia the definition of

AIDS •• defined

cellular immunodeficiency include Pneumoeystis pneumonia,
herpea eimplex encephalitie, Candida oeaophagitia,

by Center• for Diaeaae Control (which X ehell refer

cryptocoecal meningitis and disaeminated •atypical•

to •• CDC-defined Aide), and agreed by the World Health

mycobacterial infection (but excluding the mycobacteria

Organisation and by other government public health

vhieh cauae tubereuloaia and leproay),

services.

human immunological defenses have not only evolved

c~~-

However the

~

to provide protection against relatively non-pathogenic
CDC-def !ned Aids is essentially a clinical definition,

microbes,

independent of any hard scientific evidence of infection

pathogens such aa thoae which cause tuberculosis, leprosy,

with the virus causing it.

malaria, measles and some forms of bacterial dysentry

known officially as the Human Immunodeficiency Virus,

and pneumonia.

or HIV, though I shall hereafter call it the Aids virus,

infected with the Aids virus are particularly prone

According to CDC, Aids only exists if first, a person

to disseminated tuberculosis, cerebral malaria,

has a reliably diagnosed, life-threatening disease,

Gram-negative bacterial septicaemia, and bacterial

moderately predictive of a defect in cell-mediated

ev·
t•"'
.......... :

("

It haa been shown repeatedly that people

pneumonia from which they invariably and rapidly die,

immunity,

,..
hae •

known cau8e

unlesa temporarily rescued by emergency treatment.

for diminished resistance to that disease.

This means

However none of these people have CDC-defined Aids.

and second, if the person

that CDC still persists in defining Aida in terms of

Even if the Aids virus is grown fro. their blood, and

a few of the late, secondary, complications caused

aophisticated teata confirm that they have profound

by the Aida virusr while excluding infection with the

immunodeficiency, they still do not have CDC·defined

Aids virus.when it kills people in many other.known

Aids.

ways.

c

The causal virus is now

they also protect against more virulent

1

D~ t~.>.~.,...A ~

This is as unscientific as defining syphilis

"-k-· .....1J; ~.

only in terms of aortic aneurysms, or tuberculosis

furthermore, it is now well known that the Aida virus

only by its pulmonary manifeatation111, or scarlet fever

ill

only in relation to nephritis.

per/:eral nerves, quite' independently of any damage

directly destructive of the brain, spinal cord and

the virus does to the iiMlune defences.

The majority

\.0

ln

or

by homo•••u•l activity,

develop CDC-defined Aide,

Thia, he said, makee infection with the Aide virue
much .ore deadly than infection with Laeaa fever virua,
and at leaat as deadly aa infection with Variola
the moat lethal form of emallpo••

He agreed that ten

year; after people ere infected with the Aids

virue,

far more than 25 per cent of them will be dead.

7

8
about the correct name for the virua cauaing the di1eaae,
there 11 little evidence from the acientific literature
that medical acientiats or editor• of medical journals,
feel that the name of the diaeaae ia unaatiafaetory.
Nevertheleaa all four worda which make up the name
used to describe the disease process are, with the
knowledge now available, highly mialeading.

Nevertheless, on 28 June 1985, in a major policy decision,
CDC had stated,

~s~·

"Milder disease associated with (Aids
The word "syndrome• ia obaolete because, in medicine,

virus) infections •••• will not be nationally reportable,
it is correctly used to apply to a complex of aymptoms
(although) persons with •••• milder manifestations of
infection may be important in transmitting the virus.•
The response, therefore, of the US Public Health Service
to the spread of the deadliest virus to cause an epidemic

which occur together, but for which there is no known,
underlying, single cause.

As it has now been proved

conclusively that infection with a precisely characterised
virus, which has many minor genetic variations, causes

amongst humans in the USA since the Service was founded,
is, in effect, to say,

•Please don't bother us by

acquired immune deficiency syndrome, the manifestations
of infection with the virus should be known as a disease

reporting that people are being infected with the virus1
and not a syndrome.

The effects of infection with

just let us know when some of them, reach some of the
terminal stages - and we shall then inform the public

the Aids virus do not merely constitute a syndrome,
any more than rabiea, smallpox or tuberculosis are

that this is the magnitude of the Aids epidemic.
Meanwhile even the most trivial case of mumps, measles,
rubella, whooping cough, malaria and gonorrhoea must

.

.

just syndromes.

~_,w-.-...1

The expression •acquired" is used to distinguish disorders
still be reported."

Every week the number of cases
acquired after birth, from those congenital conditions

of these minor infectious diseases occurring in each
with which people are born.

The nov misleading prefix,

State in the Union are published, even though deaths

c

~

from all these diseases are now almost non-exiatent
throughout

:::;_ "Acquired

the

immunologists who genuinely believed that they had

USA.

I~m~une

Deficiency

•acquired" was put there in 1982 by specialist

discovered a new, rare, form of pure immune deficiency.

S..:t!ldrome~

\.0

They wished to distinguish it from those other rare

CDC is not alone in being apparently satisfied with
the term acquired immune deficiency syndrome.

there has been much disagreement amongst sci

Although

'-)

11
now only of historical interest.

Few people now realise

12
frequently caused a vast array of varied pathological

that the origin of the name ayphilia, was from t'tus

effects which were every bit ee complex as the pathological

name of a shepherd with the disease about which a

effecta of the Aida virua, though few of the younger

poem was written in

1~21,

but it is nevertheless a

perfectly satisfactory name for the disease.

generation of doctors in the Weat have aeen them.
Perhapa nearly half a century of antibiotica haa impaired
the ability of today•• doctor• to tully comprehend
the havoc a few, highly pathogenic, •icrobee, unreatrained

The Aida Virus.

by modern medicine• or vaccinee, can cauae when introduced
It has been proved conclusively that Aids ie caused

into healthy people.

by a single virus which has been spreading as an epidemic
amongst humane, for the first time ever, since the
late 1970s.

A Retrovirus.

Nevertheless, many medical acientiets

still find it difficult to believe that e single episode

The Aide virus is a retrovirus belonging to the

of infection, with this one virus alone, can be

sub-family of lentiviruses.

sufficient to cause such e complex disease as Aida.

of all retroviruses is their unique method of reproduction.

Many still suggest that other co-factors must be present

There are RNA virusee which replicate within the nucleus

before anyone actually develop Aids, suches multiple

of living cells by using their en:yme, reverse

infection with other microbes, repeated deposition

transcriptaee, to form a strip of DNA, celled pro-

of semen in the rectum, repeated infection with the

viral DNA, which is then integrated into the DNA of

Aids virus, using •recreational" drugs, or unorthodox

the host cell.

life styles.

of the genetic material of cells which, when activated,

A characteristic feature

The pro-viral DNA thus becomes a part

instructs the cell to produce and assemble new viruses.

c

It is difficult to know why ao many medical acientista

As the newly constructed viruses leave the call by

are unwilling to accept the hypothesis that infection

budding out through the cell membrane, they are finally

with a single microbe may cause s wide variety of

transformed into complete infectious virus particles

pathological disturbances without invoking co-factors

(virions).

~as

being essential before serious disease becomes manifest.

\-.,.; H tuberculosis hominis,

~!.~~hL!5~~s>E£..ll_!

-c-..}

r ..

~.~.

and the Beta haemolytic streptococcus each

The virions ere capable of infecting new

cells within the same host, or of being transmitted
to other hosts whose cells they can also infect.

\.0
\.0
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Celli (aatrocyteel in laboratory cell cultures, in

u
11 very aimilar to tht Aida virus.

All infeetad hor111

remain viraemtc for life and tranamieeion to other•

which it flourished.

11 primarily mechanical, by

moequitoee and biting ineecta,

~

or by multi-uae ve~inary hypoderm!ca,
There are many atriking a!Milaritiae between Aide in
humana, and maedi·viena in eheep,

In both dieeaeea

there is a prolonged, silent, incubation period laating
years,

According to

the Soviet acientific literature, equine infectious
anaemia virua aometimee infect• humane, but all the
pubicationa are in Ruaaian,

but once serious symptoms appear they alovly

progress to death after a further year or two.

In

Transmission of Aida.

the sheep, the mortality following infection exceeds
90 per cent within two-thirds of the natural life span
of the animal.

Once infected, the blood of sheep remains

infectious for life, the virus persisting particularly
in lymphocytes and monocytea.

Viana is a slowly

that Aida is a venereal disease, in spite of the
overwhelming evidence that it ia characteristically

a blood transmitted disease.

progressive neurological disease caused by the virus,
which has many similarities to the progressive
encephalopathy seen in Aida.

It ia almoat universally believed by medical acientista

Thia dichotomy between

belief and evidence on the part of scientists, !a largely
explicable by the observation that once scientists

Haedi is a slowly progressive

lung disease very similar to the chronic lymphoid

or doctors have been persuaded that a malady is sexually
transmitted, an emotional reaponae usually impedes

interstitial pneomonitia of Aida but, as in the case
of Aids, death is usually precipitated by secondary
or opportunistic infections of the lungs.

further objective analysis.

Thereafter a selective

approach to facta ensures that

J..<,4

those~supporting

the

sexually transmitted hypothesis are observed and published,

p~ "r'ff~ ~"""

and those which might refute it are •iased, orAare
The only other lentivirus which haa long been known
to cause disease, ie that which causes equine infectious
anaemia of horses.

Although this was, in 1904, one

of the first diseases ever shown to be cauaed by a

c

ita pathogenesis, although its long-term mortality

r-18
Very high.
(
~only

The genetic lltructure of the Virus

underlying the modes of transmission of the Aida virus
are quite simple.

virus, eighty years later relatively little is known

~bout

rejected for publication in the scientific literature
'l,N~~·
by the peer review eyatem.h The fundamental facta

Infected people are per111illtently

viraemic, and they intermittently shed some infected

,.._,

lymphocytes in saliva, semen, bronchial secretions,

0

WIUI

worked out during 1986, and it, like maedi-visna,

tears and urine,

Serum contains up to 25,000 infectious

f-"

The Future.

20

19

As to the future, the full implications of Aids beingthe
first, entirely new, highly lethal, viral diseaae to
1pread a• a world-wide pandemic amongst humans, eincethe
foundation of the 1cience of microbiology, do not aeem
to be fully appreciated by medical acientiata. Certainly
little hal bean publiahed on the aubject.

Howavar, it il 1alutory to recall that tha firat,
man-made, panzootic& of myxomatoaia virus amongst

The molt critical evolutionary hurdla which eny virul muat

rebbita in Auatrelie end Europe in 1950·1954, carrild

clear if it 11 to become endemic in any new epeciee of
hoat, is regular trenamiaaion from boat to holt, Thia
hurdle has already been cleared, With aerial pa11age of

a mortality followin9 infection of 99'1 per cent •

the virus through·
humans, the evolutionary pressure• of
natural selection will inevitably favour those genetically
determined strains which are most readily trans~isaible.
Strains which produce the highest titrea of virus in the
blood will be most euily transmitted by hypodermics, but
also by biting insects, like equine infectious anaemia is
transmitted amongst horses. Strain• which shed most
infectious virions into bronchial secretion; and saliva
will be most easily transmitted from child to child, without
even a whisper of sex, like maedi-visna is transmitted
amongst sheep, and cytomegalovirus and Epstein-Barr
viruses are transmitted amongst children.

only two per thoueand eurvived,

The prolonged incubation period of Aida eneurea that
nobody can yet know what the ultimate mortality of
infection of humane with the Aids virul will be.
Nevertheless, it would be criminally irresponsible
for any government, or any public health service,
to assume that it will be much less than about
90 per cent.

The genetic determinants of the transmissibility, and of
the pathogenicity of a virus are, however, largely unrelated.
As the transmissibility of strains of Aids virus iucreases,
the pathogenicity may not change, or it may even decline.
Nevertheless, characteristically, the pathogenicity of
microbes increases with aerial passage through a new host
species, as has been demonstrated repeatedly in experiments
on laboratory animals in the last century. In the very
long run it falls, as is now happening with the myxomatosis
virus in the European rabbit,

0
0

t-•
(0

r .•,
'>.

,._...
0
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THE PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACT OF PROPOSITION 64, THE LAROUCHE INITIATIVE
A policy paper issued by the Deans* and Faculties of
the Schools of Public Health of
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
San Diego State University
Lorna Linda University

September 24, 1986

SUMMARY: Proposition 64, the LaRouche Initiative, runs counter
to all public health principles. Contrary to the claims of this
Initiative's supporters, AIDS is not a casually transmitted disease, and its transmission will not be curtailed by mandatory
testing, banning of persons with AIDS or with antibodies to the
AIDS virus from either educational or commercial food establishments, or quarantine of any who carry the AIDS virus. Passage of
Proposition 64 would be a puplic health disaster -- for people
afflicted with AIDS, for persons wrongfully fired from their jobs
or excluded from school, for California's over-taxed Medi-Cal
system and the health of the state's low-income population, and
for future research regarding the transmission, prevention and
treatment of AIDS. The public health benefits of Proposition 64
are nonexistent, while the public health liabilities are many.
In particular, Proposition 64 would waste state funds on ineffective, coercive intervention programs and thereby divert resources
from the only known effective measure to reduce AIDS transmission:
massive public health education. For these reasons, we have concluded that there are no public health justifications for, and
many public health arguments against, the measures called for by
Proposition 64, the ~aRouche AIDS Initiative.
* The Deans of these Schools of Public Health are as follows:
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Joyce C. Lashof, University of California, Berkeley
Abdelmonem Afifi, University of California, Los Angeles
F. Douglas Scutchfield, San Diego State University
Edward H. Krick, Lorna Linda University

We would like to acknowledge the help of Professor Warren Winkelstein Jr. and
the extensive research contributions cf Nancy Krieger, MS, both of the
University of California, Berkeley School of Public Health, in the
preparation of this policy paper.
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PUBLIC HEALTH LIABILITIES OF PROPOSITION 64
Contrary to its stated intent, Proposition 64 would have no public
health benefits. The LaRouche Initiative

would~

curtail the spread of

AIDS, but would instead impede ongoing, appropriate public health efforts by
spreading both hysteria and misinformation about one of the most challenging
diseases to confront public health and medicine in recent times.
Proposition 64 poses many public health liabilities, of which five stand
out:
1) Proposition 64 would foster the inaccurate belief that AIDS is a
highly contagious disease, easily spread through food or by
coughing, sneezing, touching and other types of casual contact
2) Proposition 64 would deny jobs and contingent health insurance,
as well as classroom-based education, to people who pose no threat
to the general public health; Proposition 64 would thereby further
strain Medi-Cal and other state-sponsored preventive health and
medical programs
3) Proposition 64 would force those who suspect they are infected
to avoid utilizing health care services, for fear of being
identified and possibly quarantined
4) Proposition 64 would hamper necessary and critical research
regarding transmission, prevention and treatment of AIDS
5) Proposition 64 would waste state funds on ineffective, coercive
intervention programs and thereby divert resources from the
only known effective measure to reduce AIDS transmission:
massive public health education.

PUBLIC HEALTH LIABILITY 11: PROPOSITION 64 WOULD FOSTER THE INACCURATE BELIEF
THAT AIDS IS A HIGHLY CONTAGIOUS DISEASE, EASILY SPREAD THROUGH FOOD OR BY
COUGHING, SNEEZING, TOUCHING AND OTHER TYPES OF CASUAL CONTACT
In direct opposition to current epidemiological and clinical knowledge,
the supporters of Proposition 64 have asserted three "facts" about AIDS,
which have subsequently been ruled •· false and misleading" by a Sacramento
judge (and as a result, deleted from PANIC's ballot argument): 1) that "AIDS
is not 'hard to get'; it is easy to get," 2) that "potential insect and res-

piratory transmission have been
"transmission

studies

'casual contact' is

l established"

PANIC has

2

other infectious diseases

AIDS

Measles, with the

transmissible

ication that AIDS is simi

5 .

ition 64 -- has stated

tionally, Lyndon LaRouche -- the des

that anyone infected with the AIDS virus will die within 5 years and that

a

person with AIDS running around is like a person with a machine gun runn
around shooting up a ne

[ 6].

AIDS is NOT a casually transmitted disease
All of these statements are inaccurate and serve to
about AIDS as well as discrimination

those with AIDS or who are anti-

body-positive. No scientific

ts to

is spread through the air [7-9].

that AIDS

c

, if either

or mosquitoes af-

forded viable routes of transmission, the AIDS

have

spread rapidly throughout the ent re U.S.
specific

ion,

tead of occurr

risk populations with distinct age- and

24,011 persons

to

AIDS between June

nearly 90% have been 20 to 49 years

odeficiency Virus

be

10). Further,

ive

HTLV-I I
1])

18, 1986

or German

the

AIDS {initially des

1 and

, and 93% have been men

AIDS cannot be compared to tuberculos
vastly different

les· of the

and now cal

to a

group

called "retroviruses" which have substant

HIV,
infect

different bio

agents
proper-

ties than agents like the German measles virus or the tuberculosis baci lus.
Unlike these latter two infectious

, the

the epithelial cells lining the
vides strong evidence that AIDS is

cannot

rate

tract [7 . This fact alone prono~

an airborne disease.

4

The consensus of the

health and medical

11
cow~unity

is that

has AIDS or has been infected by HIV. Indeed, after extensive
, the World

and clinical invest

States Public Health Service

8] and

[9], the Institute of Medicine of the

], the United
Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
ional

of Sciences [7], the

American Medical Association [13], and the Deans of all 23 Schools of Public
Health in the United States
casual contact in the

14] have concurred

be

ace, at school, or

Current research indicates that

[ -9,12].

transmitted

with sr:.in

s not suff
as

8,

two types of
the

) ;

cases have

liacs

have received contaminated blood
children diagnosed with AIDS
could be attributed
of AIDS, while 18%

two

others who

10]. Further, of the 344

of this

98% of all cases

at risk
transfu-

0 .

ient [ 7].
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a eros
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emotional

even
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J'
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teria
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6

ustified action"

force public health officers to take "medically
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as quarantining

at-

to the commun

ition 64 is

overal ,

1 3
such
!18 .

upon and

death. Augmenting already endemic public hysteria regarding AIDS, Proposition
ions into law. Con-

64, if enacted, would transform these

ly, far from aiding California's

health of icers in their du-

the health of the state's residents, passage of Proposi-

ties of protect

tion 64 would continue to spread misinformation, incite panic, and hinder
ongoing, appropriate efforts to curtail the

PUBLIC
HEALTH
THREAT
STRAIN

of AIDS.

HEALTH LIABILITY 12: PROPOSITION 64 WOULD DENY JOBS AND CONTINGENT
INSURANCE, AS WELL AS CLASSROOM-BASED EDUCATION, TO PEOPLE WHO POSE NO
TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC HEALTH;_ PROPOSITION 64 WOULD THEREBY FURTHER
MEDI-CAL AND OTHER STATE-SPONSORED PREVENTIVE HEALTH AND MEDICAL

PROGRAMS
Proposition 64 seeks to ban persons with AIDS or who test positive for
AIDS-antibodies from schools and commercial food establishments under the
these individuals could easi

presumpt

As stated above, however, AIDS
environments

such sett
or other

be

food or touch-

casual contact nor can it be

items handled
the measures

persons with AIDS
ion 64

who are seropos

represent a gross violation of
use of

ic health

quarantine procedures, b) constitute discriminatory
rate information which would wrong
seropositive either their jobs and

ive.

tests and
icies based on inaccu-

deny persons with AIDS or who are
~ont

health insurance, or their ac-

cess to classroom-based education, and c) could escalate Medi-Cal costs and
other disease rates.

7
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transmissior.
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sector, the CDC has

ior~

of
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( 9 ] . As far as
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that
contact

occur

ldren appears

8

to pose no risk" [ 19].

, however, that certain behavloral or

cal problems (such as a proneness to
transmis ion,
dent

15

fac litate

ld theoret

CDC

student bas

, evaluat

physical condition"

ar.d
done in New

each infected child, as is current

York state [20].

to blanket policies which would

be

on any student who is seropositive or has AIDS,

on the available data" [ 19] .
b) Direct negative public health impact if Proposition 64 becomes law
If, in contradict

to federal

tho:Jsands of

ines,

affected

ifornia would be

sed.

School of Public Pol

a recent

of the

64 were enacted,

it
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Robert Anderson and John
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education and food-handl
nated ( 2 ] ,

luded from
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J.
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the
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To appreciate
many people, it
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[ 23
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1
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results

and an additional $50

25

, even
test

per

cost

for AIDS should be

1

of manda-

, effective screeni

l

at least once every six months

the education and food-handl

popu

1.2 billion annually;

test

26]. Test

alone could therefore cost
fees for all 27 million of Califor-

nia's residents could amount to almost $5 bil ion per year -- or near

one-

eighth of the State's entire

The forced unemployment of over 36,

workers would

two public

health crises: one due to increased pressures upon the
ic

and the Medi

effects of
workers or

1

, and one due

. Under the assumpt

terminated seropositive

of Public Pol

mated that Proposition 64 would add
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89, and $85 million in the year 1990-91 [2

surance either because

costs to Medi-Cal
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ion state residents
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cutbacks in health services are

affecting the health of the

poor and uninsured [28], and when the State
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without health benefits or

else are unemployed and not on welfare [2

to curb the practice of
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More than this, the LaRouche Initiative would provoke rises in rates of
diseases and health problems other than AIDS, both
school or fired on account of Proposition 64 and
least stable

a~ong

a~ong

those banned from

those whose health is

California's low-income, disproportionately minority resi-

dents. While children excluded from school might, as the the Institute of
Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences noted, be offered televised
lessons or private tutoring, "neither can be expected to satisfy the social
or psychological needs of a third-grader or an adolescent" [17]. With regard
to those forcibly fired, Professor M. Harvey Brenner of Johns Hopkins School
of Public Health has shown that unemployment and economic losses can, within
one year, increase rates of suicide, homicide and accidents [30]. Final
implicitly requiring massive

a~ounts

, by

of funds to be diverted from other

state-sponsored health programs, Proposition 64 could be expected to lead to
a decrease in prenatal programs, workplace inspections, and hypertension and
blood lead screening programs. Such cutbacks would thereby produce a rise in
infant mortality, occupational disease, and untreated high blood pressure and
lead-poisoning. Consequently, Proposition 64 would have a negative impact on
the health of both the residents and health care system of the State of California as a whole.

PUBLIC HEALTH LIABILITY #3: PROPOSITION 64 WOULD FORCE THOSE WHO SUSPECT THEY
ARE INFECTED TO AVOID UTILIZING HEALTH CARE SERVICES, FOR FEAR OF BEING IDENTIFIED AND POSSIBLY QUARANTINED
Public health research on health-care utilization

terns suggests that

numerous individuals would probably avoid being tested for antibody to the
AIDS virus based on the belief that it is better to live (and die) free than
to be tagged and treated while

ined [31]. Along these lines, the gov-

erning council of the California Medical Association recently stated that

11

imous

i

2 .

that i t would "not serve to limit the

LaRouche AIDS Initiative, dec

of this terrible illness" [ 32].

epidemic, but rather will

as a

At present, San Francisco's AIDS-related agencies are

17 . So too is Ward 5B, the AIDS

role-model for the rest of
at San Francisco General

it

of Proposition 64 would dras-

33 .

alter the status of these treatment programs and the r patients. For

tical

contrast, the

San Francisco is about a year-and-a-hal
New Jersey drug addicts has

could be routine

interva

for

state health official, is that the addicts
our medical health services and they were just

"had very limited contact
in and dy

sa~e

. The difference,

or.

, a New

to Dr. John Rut

ient ir:

is and death for an AIDS

, the average time between

, sometimes on the same

scenario

s

[34

ition 64 became

re-enacted here in California if

law.

PROPOSITION 64 WOULD HAMPER NECESSARY
CRITICAL RESEARCH REGARDING TRANSMISSION PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF
Numerous
p~essed

ic health sc

concern that

1

the transmission,
California Medical Assoc
sul

fewe

California have ex-

s

peop

ion

have a

ion has warned that fear of
to

its spread" [ 32]. Nat

"even very limited

of

effect on research

treatment of AIDS [32,35,36].
ine

~he

re-

in research, therefore limiting

the ability of the medical and scientific commun
s

11

to track the disease and

researchers have likewise cautioned that
dissuade AIDS victims ...
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2

from participating in crucial c inical research programs" on treatment [31]
nvolved 1n cr t1-

be

and also cause high-risk volunteers to refrain
cal
dividuals more like

to

others [ 37 J.

AIDS

i-

tion 64 would impede research precisely at a time when the United States Pub, is

lie Health Service, in its June 1986 Coolfont
tial studies be done

that essen-

the

manifesta-

tions of AIDS, 2) therapeutics for AIDS (antiviral
as well as treatments for the diverse

directed against HIV

ic infections associated

with AIDS), 3) various vaccine candidates for AIDS, and 4) effective public
of AIDS in the absence of a vaccine [8].

health measures to limit the

The

ic health repercussioni

reduced research due to

ition

in California, but worldwide. This is because Cali-

64 would be felt not on

forr.ia is a major AIDS research site

the Un ted States. Results of inves-

tigations conducted in

lobal

state have

icance; at the recent
in June 1986, scien-

Second International Conference on AIDS
tists from California de

, as we l as pre-

sented at least one

cor.ference [38].

Further,

ic

of the

Cal

intens fied federal program for
Stanford Univers

, the

and the Los

les, San Diego and San

campuses of

[39]. Unique studies conducted

searchers at the School of
have been the first to
sexual transmission
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of Califorr.ia

Dr. Warren Winkelstein and other reth at

of California,

est

and to determine

of heteroinfect

of HIV -- that is,
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0
exposure [41]. In addit

the likelihood of developing an infection
discovering that HIV has a low infect
f:e

rate, they have also found that

drop in the rate of new infections among h

risk men in San Fran-

isco (from 18% in 1982-84 to only 4% in 1985) could be attributed chief
increased practice of "safe sex." This f

bolsters scientific evidence

that risk-reduction education is vital in reducing rates of AIDS transmission.
AIDS research in California is especially significant because of the
numbers of people affected in this state. Nearly 4,600 people in California
have been diagnosed with AIDS since 1981 (almost 20% of national total)[10],
and of the 1 to 1.5 million persons estimated to be seropositive in the U.S.
[8], approximately 300,000 live in California [42]. If persons with AIDS or
who are seropositive refrain from participating in California-based research
programs out of fear of persecution due to Proposition 64, local as well as
global AIDS prevention and treatment programs will be severely impaired and
many lives will have been unnecessarily lost.

PUBLIC HEALTH LIABILITY 15: PROPOSITION 64 WOULD WASTE STATE FUNDS ON INEFFECTIVE, COERCIVE INTERVENTION PROGRAMS AND THEREBY DIVERT RESOURCES FROM THE
ONLY KNOWN EFFECTIVE MEASURE TO REDUCE AIDS TRANSMISSION: MASSIVE PUBLIC
HEALTH EDUCATION

In contrast to international public health consensus, the backers of
LaRouche's Proposition 64 allege that

test

and quarantine are

necessary public health measures to combat the spread of AIDS. They are prepared to quarantine not only individuals but entire regions [43]. Further,
LaRouche has implied that individuals who carry the AIDS virus would deliberate

and recklessly infect others [E].

14
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Public health and medical experts have not sanctioned the coercive and
expensive steps of

ine for two

. The first, and most

is that
As the World Health Organization, the American Public Health Association and
the United States Association of State and Territorial Health Officials have
noted {12,26,44], AIDS is

a casual

transmitted disease but is instead a

bloodborne, sexually transmitted disease which -- like other venereal diseases and Hepatitis B -- is best controlled via cessation of high-risk behaviors among those infected. Secondly, scientific evidence suggests that people
carrying the virus may be permanent

infectious, such that quarantine would

be a life-long proposition [8,30,45,46]. Accordingly, the California Medical
Association has unanimous

opposed

ition 64 and its call for mass

quarantine [31]. Similarly, the Infectious Disease Branch of the California

[ 45 J.

Public health

ion remains divided, however, concern

sibility of

infected in-

dividuals who cont

health of

others [31,45,46]. After
Hei:ll th Service

the rare pos-

cont nued

ions, the United States
oppose

Pub~ic

ne measures, stat

in the June 1986 Coolfont report that:
For persons who know that they are infected with HTLV-II
LAV yet continue to practice h
risk sexual or needlesharing activities,
isolation should
be considered an option
in rare instances and after due
process. Enforced isolation is not a
ical way to minimize
of the infection, since infected persons probably remain infectious for life. Education, counseling, and
social services - including drug treatment - are the main

22

15
interventions for dealing with this problem and are appropriately applied to recalcitrant persons and their potential consenting partners. [8]

While there may theoretically be a few individual cases which demand special
attention, a blanket policy of mass quarantine to limit the spread of AIDS -such as that proposed by Proposition 64 -- is scientifically unwarranted and
un"iust.
Risk-Reduction Education: The most effective public health response to AIDS
International public health experts agree that, in the absence of a vaccine, only massive public education will halt the AIDS epidemic [8,12,47,48].
This consensus is not based merely on the belief that education might work:
scientific evidence already shows that risk-reduction education

effective.

As noted above, researchers based at University of California, Berkeley
School of Public Health have already· shown that the recent dramatic decline
in new infections

a~ong

the high-risk men in San Francisco could be at-

tributed to the adoption of "safe-sex" guidelines [41]. Similar results
including declines in other sexually transmitted diseases -- have been reported in other studies conducted in San Francisco [49,50] as well as among
high-risk men in New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago, Baltimore and Pittsburgh [51-53].
Public health risk-reduction intervention has also had a beneficial

e:-

feet among drug addicts -- a high-risk group some public health officials
have considered impossible to educate [54]. According to Dr. Peter Selwyn,
Director of the Drug Abuse Treatment Program of Montefiore Medical Center in
the Bronx, N.Y., and Assistant Professor of Epidemiology and Social Medicine
at Albert Einstein College Medicine, IV drug users are increasingly aware of
the danger of AIDS and are attempting to obtain sterile needles (though many
drug dealers are now putting used, unsterilized needles back into their plas-

16
tic wrappers and successfully selling these

123

new" needles at a higher

price)[55]. Further, in New Jersey, the Health Department has had considerable success in

AIDS and getting

addicts about the

them to enroll in treatment programs by sending former addicts to do outreach
educational programs in the addicts' "shooting galleries" [56].
Based on the success and necessity of such educational interventions,
the June 1986 Coolfont Report of the United States Public Health Service
stressed the need for conducting national and state information and education
ca~paigns

on AIDS, ranging from appropriate health education in the schools

to paid radio, TV and printed media advertising [8]. Such educational programs in California would be severely hampered by passage of Proposition 64,
partly because of result

heightened public misinformation about AIDS. Even

more importantly, Proposition 64 would divert necessary AIDS funds to the enforcement and execution of ineffective, wasteful and coercive mandatory testing and

~~arantine

programs and away from the only known effective measure to

curtail the spread of AIDS: massive public health education.

CONCLUSION

Proposition 64, the LaRouche Initiative, runs counter to all
health princ

les.

to the claims of this

lie

itiative's supporters,

AIDS is not a casually transmitted disease, and its transmission will not be
curtailed by mandatory test

, banning persons with AIDS or with antibodies

to the AIDS virus from either educational or commercial food establishments,
or quarantine of any who carry the AIDS virus.
Passage of Proposition 64 would be a
ple afflicted with AIDS, for persons

health disaster -- for peafired from their jobs or ex-

eluded from school, for California's overtaxed Medi-Cal system and the health

17

of the state's low-income population, and for future research
transmission, prevention and treatment of AIDS. The public health benefits of
ition 64 are nonexistent, while the public health liabilities are many.
In particular, Proposition 64 would divert necessary AIDS funds to the enforcement and execution of ineffective, wasteful and coercive mandatory test
ing and quarantine programs and away from the only known effective measure
curtail the spread of AIDS: massive public health education. For these reasons, the Deans and Faculties of the Schools of Public Health of the University of California, Berkeley, the University of California, Los Angeles, San
Diego State University and Lorna Linda have concluded that there are no

~c

health justifications for, and many public health arguments against, the measures called for by Proposition 64, the LaRouche AIDS Initiative.
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Assodatlon for Practitioners In Infection Control
Patricia M. Hamm

2549 Branch

ne,

Brea. CA 92621

Pres. CAL-APIC

September 26, 1986

tioners in Infection
As President of the California Association for
to answer any quesControl (CAL-APIC). I want to thank you for the opportuni
tions you may have about Proposition 64 and especially to share with you my
profession's concerns regarding this initiative.
Several questions have been presented to me .for consideration and I would
like to address these as well as any other issues which may be of concern.
1.

As experts in infection control, what.~oes your organization think are the
best ways to control the spread of the AIDS virus?
Infection Control Practi oners (ICP's) are trained in many roles among
which those of teacher. investigator. researcher, agent of change. consultant, role model and politician within the hospital also extend and apply to
the community. ICP's are committed to protecting patients, hospital staff,
and the public from the risk of contracting disease. while doing all we can
to insure that patients receive appropriate$ caring treatment.
ICP s are well educated and aware of current information and documentation of the epidemiology of infectious diseases. This knowledge is necessary to fulfill one of our most important roles-educator.
As experts in infection control and as teachers, CAL-APIC knows that
the best ways to control the spread of AIDS is by aggressive education of
both the public and health professional communities. The epidemio1
of
AIDS clearly demonstrates the lack of cas
transmission. (
sumnary of C.D.C. s
ies
lies
th
OS.
ogy of DS demons
t -:-::-::-------:-education rather
fear is a sign
exposure
the DS virus.
CAL-APIC and the entire
profession have been and
11
continue to be involved acti y in
on. We advocate that the community. especially the early school years. seek accurate information during
the ages when sexual and drug experimentation are occurring. Behavior will
change once we get beyond fear and understand the truth about how AIDS is
transmitted.

l
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A ca ona
s
es demons
positive for HTLV-III
If you had to get a
to be tested for
having come i
are fired from your
coverage.

4.

What 1ega impact would
reactive to
AIDS
suspected of being
The legal impact
sons civil ri ts.
s
well as non-medical person
AIDS, or be "suspected"
Tit 1e 17: Pub 1 i c
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California
Morbidity
Wf't'J.-1!1 Rrpm1 from

uepanment 01 Health ~~
Kenneth W. Kizer, M.D., M.P.H.

Dnctor

til•·

lnfectleKn DINaH Branch

SUMMARY Of" Nit-£ STlDIES 11-tAT ~STRATE LACK Of" HTLV-m TRANSMISSION
AMONG F"AMILY MEMBER CONTACTS CF HTLV-m IJI.FECTEO ~SONS•

\ We are aware of 9 studies evaluating the transmission of
to-peMJOn contact because of their lack of control of secretion~
Human T -Lymphotropic Type ni Virus (1-fTLV-nJ), also known
and poor personal hygiene.
as the lUDS virus, among family members of infected peMJOna
~ datE 1 ,..p,o~r:>s cas,!;.~.,!l!ve ..be~m..J~~Jl!.i.li:d l'&ttl9~
(1-9). Only J of these studies have been published in the
hou~ I~ ~.t.!£~!-9Y~me.gt1;1a~,!J,.,?go~~s_of Al.Q~
medical literature to date. F'or the other 6 studies, summary
t'5Porfe(J""to=the-·-cen1ers or isease ontrOi. In addition.
data have been presented at scientific meetings or kindly
recent a~udie~ h_av~_ dernorustrated ~_v_ery Jgw _ris~ _of_l:fi'LVdil
provided to us by the authors. Because of widespread recent
transmission from infected patie~_ts_Jo health _care ..wo.rk.ert
conc,rn regarding the risk of HTLV-RI trans'lliasion via casual
(even -workers- Who havenad ·-documented exposures to body
contact, we provide here, a summary of the findings of the
fluids, such as needlesticks and mucosal exposures, from AJI)S
patients) (10). All of these data support the conclusion that
9 studies.
101 HTLV-m positive persons (index patients) 11'1 8 of
transmission from casu~o-petson-confa·ct is extremely
these studies were identified. The ,.,.mber of infected Index
rare~eufi&t all. *Reprinted from the Minnesot&l'JH
persons included in 1 of the studies (1) is not currently
OISease Control New-sletter, October, 1985. (References
available from the authors; however, all were over 6 years
Attached)
old. In the 9 studies, at leasU~L.!!'lliiY contacts were
IDB COMMENT: In addition, a soon to be pthlished study
evaluated for the presenceorHTLV-III antibody to deterrrune
in a F'rench board!.mL~l fpr more than 100 boys with
poasibleHTQT-llC~_r:_a~s~_in tfl!._~se_!-iOia: _
medical pro~or handictts has shown no spread orthe
~'""""tot:ar0f21 index children less than 5 years of age
7U1JSV1riJaln such a selting !). Dr. Luc Montaqnier of the
were identified with HTLV-ID infections. At least 71 family
Pasteur Institute in Paris reported this finding In the 9J:Oup
members of these 21 children were evaluated; 16 family
which i~cludes some ~0 boys ,wi~£1.P.!lilii!.J...f:!!llf of wh~
members were less than or ecpJal to 5 years old, 9 were 6
ha·ve evidence of ;!JD infectton and who s eep in the yme
to 18 years old and 46 were adults. None~_these ,contq.9f:1
oorm1t?~!_S;".:!i,are meats i"CI itJe~..£1assesto_,ge.t.~~· .The
cnTidren were between 3 and l(j'!a!'~--~'f_a~ and htye hved
were, HT.~V-tJLantibpd~~o~ltive~c,epi"lor s!Junlor ehil~~
to~the[ for.J.J~j!rS~~ .,pf the Qtbj!t 10 cb,j!s!r_~
-~~e_re&l~t.Jti.9~riS_I{ li,i:• adu'Tti""WFiF"'we~e"tntraven?US
ugllbusers or sextiiil contacts of HTLV-m antibody poaittw
Fiave been lnfe te w1th-.the AIDS vj~...;;!'..J!.e..Q..,tbpua!) th~~
persons, and children born to 1-fTLV-m infected mothers). Jn. 1i.P!!..l!
·_
was transmitted to ..so'""t;. health~
one study (B), ~WLI?!l_S..mJJ!§JQn ~as, not demol)~trattrJ ·cl&~~smat~:::f~f!l_h.erno ,..!.lac stu enls W"io are CJlrilcu:a g'r
~""B'"I'Tl()~Fiild contacts'Of children infected with Hi'CV'-li.1...£xlo.. -~hiiT~!erri~ng s~sts that an ex£.ha~of blood
'"
'"!'en intimate "neusel'lo1 (rict1 vlt1es;-wt't'I"""U""'lfi'e"liijrin5; of · occurred bet ween--tffettul!ents~~ly 'tfirouqh-.crat~
'"tootliirusnes 'and takin-salhs"ll:f etti!f;-weie'"TncJuded.;n'::"" ~an'aii~ Tli!...UuatontiJ.bu]had ex'tre.~~c?s.~~~~
-iii-en Ill 7
e age 0
are pro ably ihe""moi'i'""'m<e'ry "of all
fYP!1 con!a.s;t wltlJt:;one 7,~0t.fjer jjtf:ifteitm -una!:>Je. to
infected persons to transmit HTLV-UJ through casual personf'Finsmlt tt,e AIDS v1ru~..
~;;:.~

0$

=---- ..

Table 1. Reported CaM• o( Selected Notil'~able Disease• in California, 47th Week Ending Novemb~r 23, 1985

CaMa Reported 1'11il Week
Di.teue

AIDS
Coeeidioidomyeaaia
E~ph&litia.

.

Viral
Food PoiiOIIiftl' (exeludft Botulilm)
Gonorrbea
Httpatitia Type A (lnfeetioua)
H•patitia Type 8 CS..rum)
Httpatitis NOI'I A • Non 8
Hepatitis TJpe Uupeeifled
Malaria
M..ue.
Meniqitia. Viral
M•nincocoeeallnfeetiona
Mumpa

Pmutlia
RabiK. AnilMI
Rubella IGerman Meulal
Salmonelloaia
Shieelklli•
S~pt.ocoeeal Infections. Rnpil'&kll)<'
Syphilis. Primary and Secondary
Tuberculooia (fOI.&J Reportal
Typhoid Fever

1985
58
2

--

2,546
151
1;,
1'
42
2
4
1'

~

6

1
108
97

'l~
7~

1984
2,}

1
1

-

1,032
174
124
31
35
7
1
19
2
8
2
3
2
81
12l
37
'0
5~

Total Cues Reported to Date

1983
11

l

11

1,859

~

29
27
3
2
29

~

2

17

.,4

197
387

~..1

1985
1,822
388
159
635
100,247
6,628
5,314
1,019
1,79A
31
249
967
271
375
257
510
134
4,020
'·Z24
34. 59
3.763
3.070
12.0

1984
882
371
149
556
87,501
6,324
4,744
1,o46
1,130
332
318
1,072
206
375
145
505
180
,,520
4,556
20,676
'·§22
2, -~~~

1983
503
277
149
680
96,565
4,220
3,960
1,010
1,193
249
175
1,246
202
3;,6
106
395
2l6
',9 8
4,626
20,,06
4,461
3,227

Clo
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My name s
University of

am a professor
iatri s at
es
1
i ca 1 Center,
am director
1ifornia, Dav s,
i ca
regional hemophilia program at UCDMC. I a 1so am a member of
on a 1 Hemophilia
on.
and Scientific Advisory Council of
s group in Washington, D.C., 1
the most recent meeting of
the following resol
on was
Proposition 64 was discussed
unanimously:
"Casual contact with AI , HIV infection or seropositivity
not pose a risk to the population at large; and
refore, we.
the Medical and Scienti c Advisory Council, oppose such egisl
on
11
as Proposition 64 in the State of California.
This position is based on up-to-date findings and expe ence
th
and HIV infection including several studies of known AIDS or IV i
individuals and their families in which day-to-day family contacts ove
the past few years have not resulted in spread of HIV infection as measu
by antibodies to HIV.
Although I have come to speak in regard to my concerns about the untowa
effects of Proposition 64 on individuals with hemophilia, I would li
to point out that this proposition could affect hundreds of indivi
s
not in presently recognized
sk grou
As i ividuals who were
to HIV infections through
tran
sions un
ly
t
s
sexua 1 acti ty with
i r spouses or sexua 1
rtners.
of AIDS in the general population will increase si
can y.
isol
on of
AI
and HIV in
tion s
victims
a
to the
em.
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tJ,y name is Judy McGinnis.

My husband was born with hemophilia and was ex

to AIDS through the blood product he must take.
in January of 1986 ..

He was diagnosed with AIDS

I would like to share with you my

xperiences as the wife

of a person with AIDS and to tell you of the effects AIDS has had on me.
want

a

tot. 11 yuu whal would be the effect of rropo.··ition 64

O!J

my lif

il

it should pass.
~his

is not an easy thing for me to do to get me here to address this esteemed

body, but I fear the effects of this proposition to be so diabollically
damaging to ALL Californians, that I welcome this opportunity to come before
you.
There are 3 points I want to make about Proposition 64:
1) The personal and social costs,
2)

The myth of transmissability,

3)

and the emotional costs of mandatory testing.

first, the personal and social cost.
The proposed quarantine restictions would put an end to the con ribution my husband
and I make as employed Californians.
are too vital for society to lose.

As productive members of our community we
Although I am a Health Care Professional,

Proposition 64 would consider me a food handler, because my work involves
Feeder Retraining of Neurologically Impaired Adults.

Who would replace me in perform-

ing this critical patient treatment?
My husband was diagnosed with AIDS nine months ago and he has been hospitalized
twice.

He is still even gainfully and productively employed in his profession.

Ee contributes to society by continuing to work and

l1e coJlt 1 ihutc;;

and self esteem by refusing to become a ward of the state.

to

hi~;

own IJc·nlt 1,

I ask you, can the

state of CAlfiornia afford to support us, and others like us, 1f we are
quarantined or restricted from working in our profession?
My second point is that I know AIDS is not easy to get.

I stand before you

a living testimony that AIDS cannot be transmitted casually and that safe sexual
practices can prevent the spread of the AIDS virus.
Four years ago my husband and I learned that as a hemophiliac he was in a
high risk category for AIDS.
take for

We learned that the blood product that he must

ilia might have been contaminated with the AIDS virus.

2 -

ago ot

he~erosexua

of rr,y husband's

au

ces

t

~y

married life.

We share the

In short, I

~osquitoes.

the AIDS antibody test.

he

ive with and love with a man who has AIDS, but
have cons stent

tested negative on

medical experts ..
and

ransmissability of AIDS is a my

i d point I want to make is about

t

e

ested mus

ncarrier

pay a

know this from persona

I

o be t

roposition 64 talks abou

~

ted until my husband was dia

iting
you "

h

acs and

que tions?

wit

ve experienced the anguish
neces ary nor do

filean?
go t rou

r

il

Does it

the cofilmun

a false

sted myself and

want to see

I

Even if

COfile dowm wi h AIDS.

?ropos t on 64 how
aow would you dea

~e

eal

accura e?

positive that you will eventual

o be tested as pr
hes

positive

anti

s tne ar.t

for the test results.

ith AIDS.

% of false posit ve results.

hi

sted positive what does test
watched the anguish whic

h

test i sel

nti

of AIDS", but I find thac term confusing and misleading.

personal y decided not

had

AIDS

ernotional pr ce

wo ried because the test produces

,f

ng together we even sha e

~er.ce.

pe

I

bathroo~

we owe my good health to the accurate information

that was given to us

e pe

n

My husband and I

food, use the same

sa~e

When we go c

because we have followed medical advice

Casu a

g AIDS,

s we decided to fol ow safe sexual

exposure to the virus.

s ower, and sleep in the same bed.
same

contract

ilia we went co talk to the AIDS expert

o as not to risk

nor~al

1 ve

concerned abou

s were

Based on what they told

n Francisco.
p

r

i

i

I

don'

est?
think

t

--""s

housands or hundreds of thousands of Californians

go th oCJ
have :ried to express, in brie ,
?roposition 64 would lead to an
.c

exper.s

64 could lead

t

is

~Y

or conce ns about Proposition 6

enor~oLS

oss of productiv ty and great

ed on fa se ideas of transmissab 1 ty.

o thousands of

Calif~rnians

being labeled or mislabeled anti

Proposit on

bearing the psychological burden of

positive.
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In closing I understand the reasons why the responsible medical authorities oppose
Proposition 64.
life twice.

I have witnessed these medical authorities save my husband's

I know the motives of the medical community are not only to treat

those afflicted, but to prevent the spread

of, and eradicate AIDS through the most

responsible, effective and humane means possible.

I do not understand the motives behind Proposition 64.

Is Mr LaRouche

sincerely afraid of contracting the disease or is he using this issue to exploit
the fears of good people to gain political power.
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OF HEALTH

BEFORE
THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
SEPTEMBER

PROPOSITION 64:

The

California

Association

of

Health

, 1986

THE AIDS INITIATIVE

Facilities

represents

approximately

long-term care facilities providing skilled nursing, intermediate care and
programs to patients needing this level of care in the state of California.
pleased to

have the opportunity to make some comments in regard

initiative, Proposition 64.

CAHF is

We are

to the AIDS

to Proposition

and the condition of

The proposition's basic premise is that

beir~

a HTLV-III

carrier, shall be considered infectious, contagious and communicable, and that the
and communicable diseases shall

strict isolation requirements
to these persons.

It is important to note that many of the current persons who have AIDS will
some type of skilled nursing care.
providing such care.

Currently, few skilled nursing facilities are

The Department of Health Services has developed

and

is

preparing to issue guidelines to skilled nursing facilities for the care of AIDS
patients.

These

guidelines

follow

the

Center

for

Disease

Control

(CDC)

recommendations, and call for "isolation precautions to be used when caring for AIDS
It appears very clear from these guidelines that CDC believes there is
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no evidence that the risk of providing hands-on care to AIDS patients necessitates
strict

isolation

procedures

at

all

times.

According

to

medical

experts,

transmission of the virus is accomplished via mucosal or parenteral exposure to
infectious materials from AIDS patients.

There is no evidence at this time that i t

can be transmitted by casual contact, which would constitute a need for the strict
procedures required in Proposition 64.

Precautions are certainly indicated, and we

are in the process of disseminating information to our members so they will know how
to handle these situations.

The Association is concerned about the development of appropriate public health
policy for the treatment and cure of AIDS patients.

The reason that the Association

has adopted an official position of opposition to Proposition 64 is that the
requirements for the control of infectious, contagious and communicable diseases is
a public health decision which should be made by knowledgeable and appropriate
governmental and medical experts.

It is not the proper subject for a ballot

initiative which uses public fear and lack of knowledge to gain public support.
This initiative does not best serve the health, safety and welfare interests of the
public.

In our opinion, the effect of Proposition 64, i f it were to pass, would be a very
chilling one on the ability and/or the willingness of skilled nursing facilities to
provide that level of care to AIDS patients.

Obviously, no one can tell in advance

exactly how the ballot initiative will be interpreted.

It is unclear as to what

public health officials would do to implement the initiative, and whether or not
these actions would be discretionary or mandatory.
in its

However, the initiative is clear

intent, and we can presume that public health officials would have to take a

very narrow and conservative view of the language.
-2-

Such an approach could result in

38

about the disease.

unnecessary quarantine, and increase the fear of the

increase

measures would

strict isolation

the cost of providing care in our member facilities.

I would like to specifically address some of the issues that were raised in your
letter of September 16, 1986.

If

current

law

requires

contact

of

persons

listed

on

the

list

of

communicable and contagious diseases, then the guidelines followed by public health
to AIDS.

departments for those diseases would also

the initiative, if passed, would result in some

It would seem logical that
of mandatory

persons who have jobs that are related to food handling or health care.

of all
This is a

tremendously unreasonable burden on the tax payer and the employer.

are unclear.

The words "the condition of being a

for the AIDS virus are more accurate, it is
identify who would fall under this definition.
who

are

seropositive or
as

react

Until testing mechanisms

to be extremely

It is our understanding that persons
to

the AIDS antibody test

included in "the condition of being a carrier."

The impact of the initiative,
sanitariums, when a real
and lack of knowledge.

if

could be compared to the time of TB
of the population took place because of fear

This initiative conceivably would restrict persons with

persons reactive to the antibody test, and persons suspected of
suspected of being AIDS
unwarranted,

to

reactive.

AIDS or

This kind of segregation is

according to current evidence from research on how the disease is
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It appears clear to us that the intention of the proponents of the initiative was to
keep

persons who

positions.

are AID

antibody

reactive out of schools and food

handling

We have a letter from the Prevent AIDS Now Initiative Committee dated

November 1985, which clearly states that intention:

"In the past we have stopped

similar dread epidemics even before we had a cure,

by applying standard public

health measures, including mandatory testing and reporting, quarantine, exclusion of
disease carriers from schools and commercial food handling, and similar measures."

We do not have the medical expertise to comment on what the production of a vaccine
would do to persons if Proposition 64 passes.

It is clear,

however,

that some

vaccines cause a production of antibodies, and, therefore, positive antibody test
results.

Given a broad interpretation of the initiative and the development of an

antibody-producing vaccine, the vaccinated person would be subject to unnecessary
restrictions if Proposition 64 passes.

In summary, I would like to say that on behalf of the nursing home members of the
California Association of Health Facilities, we Oppose Proposition 64.

We believe

public health measures for the care of the AIDS victims and the protection of the
public is not appropriate for a ballot initiative.

We will cooperate with public

health officials and the medical community to provide appropriate care and treatment
for AIDS victims and, in doing such, protect the health, safety and welfare of the
general public.

Thank you for your

consid~~ation

and time.

-4-
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TO:

oint Heari
of trw')
z1te LJealth and Human Services Committee
and the Assembly ;:;,,rti
and R.eap
nment Committees of
the State of Cal iforni

!i Y:

JohnS. Greenspan, B.n ., Ph.D., F.R.C.Path., Professor & Chair,
Division of Oral Bi
y and Professor of Pathology, Schools of
Dentistry and M
cine, niversity of California, San F
sco.
Vice-President, 1\merican Association for Dental Research.

ON BEHALF OF:

The California IJentai 1\ ssoci<1tion

SUI'\JECT:

Proposition

(,1;

ThE' Proposition 1s based on misunderstanding or misinterpretation of current knowledge
concerning the human immunodeficiency virus
) and the acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome (AIDS). Its ultimate effects are ikely to be the opposite of those publicly
claimed by its proponents. The Proposition, if passed, would most probably result in
inappropriate, cruel and ineffective discrimination and untold expense. It could set a
disastrous precedent concerning health-care le slation.
On these and many other
grounds, we oppose the p~"Jposltion and urge that t be defeated.
Concerning some specific issues:
1.

I interpret Proposition 64 to
re contact tracing of persons with AIDS or
who are HIV antibody positive. This would most probably destroy the current
voluntary testing program, drive AIDS vi
ms, HIV
people and others
away from the program and indeed awa from
th care. The effect would be
to increase, prolong and worsen the
demic.

2.

I suspect that the P
tion wo
re
health
to take action
which is
y left to their discretion. Such across-the-board rigid direction
of health care professionals is
i based on ignorance or even
willful misinterpretation, and s totally without merit on the basis of current
knowledge.

3.

Carrier status for HIV is
t to define: does this mean
people? Would culture, at a cost of $500 to $1,000 - " - - - ' - - - - '

4.

I suspect that the initiative
set aside from society, like the
of old,
large numbers of
e
t
human and material resources and
totally without benefit to them or tot
other residents of California.

5.

I believe that l
numbers of
public in many occupations, includin

6.

I suggest that research
AIDS
d be substantially hampered-- hampered
for lack of volunteers and because confidentiality would be eliminated. Should
a vaccine be developed, those fortunate enough to develop neutralizing
antibodies to HIV would be subject to the Proposition's consequences.

could b<c: excluded from contact with the
dentistry.

From these brief comments and from thc- ruhlic stil.t<?rnents of the officers of the CDA,
it should be apparent to you and the public that we vehement! y oppose this ill-conceived,
poorly informed and vindictive proposal.
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LIFE

Lobby for Individual Freedom and Equality

September 29, 1986
The Honorable Diane Watson
The Honorable Johan Klehs
Member~ of the Legislature
Stah'"'

.i tol

Sacramento/ CA

95814

Dear Senator Watson and Assemblyman Klehs·
RE:

Joint Hearing on Proposition 64

The Lobby for Individual Freedom and Equality appreciates the
opportunity to comment on Proposition 64.
LIFE is a statewide nonpartisan association of gay and lesbian organizations
which has as its predominant focus the promotion of effective
and responsible AIDS policies and practices,
We wish to stress the political side of Proposition 64 be
causl;:" when all is said and done, Prnp 54 j
hl tantly
tical
Because the legislative arena is where we do most of
our work, we are pr imar i 1 y concerned for purposes of this
hearing about the impact that passage of Prop.
4 could have
on the California Legislature in 1987.
The Legislature should be applauded for constructing and
molding the state's evolving AIDS program. When 1
from
across the state and the nation were hiding their heads .in
the sand, the Legislature started listening to the gay commttt 0f this disn ty, which was suffering alone the onsl
ease,
to the health professionals, who were
ictinc an
escalation in the epidemic, and to the medica researchers
who were uncovering the secrets of the virus and stressi
that AIDS is a fragile virus and difficult to catch.
The Legislature passed laws designed to bring this disease
out of the closet and to intensify the race toward as swift
an end to the epidemic as humanly possible.
The Legislature
appropriated millions of dollars, money supporting programs
that are at the same time humanitarian and cost effective and
which are ultimately intended to head the disease off at the
pass rather than forever playing catch-up.
But frankly, this year we started to see some chinks in t
armor .
Responding to public concern and, in many cases,
capitalizing on public hysteria, the number of AIDS bills
increased by 800% between 1985 and 1986; over half of these
were diametrically opposed to the trend estabJ i
by the
Legislature in shaping an AIDS program.

1329 Q Street

•

Sacramento, CA 95814

• (916) 448-4885
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r Wa on
tember 29, 1986
Two

yman

Wh le all of them eventua
died, not all of them
quiet 1 y .
In fac , one of
reasons LIFE was
spring with such urgency and swiftness is
fear
t AIDS
teria was coloring the tone of
latur .
When the Senate passes a bill
27 3 that would require
AIDS antibody test for
convicted of a misdemeanor sex
crime, there is cause for great concern.
i te the Legislature's admirable accomplishments 1
its
AIDS program, these chinks
to appear all by themselves,
did so at a time when Proposition 64 was a large y
unknown proposed initiative that no one took seriously.

We now must
t seriously.
64
ses, we
f nd that in and of itself,
measure has few teeth, or we
may find that it has many tee
but only after years n
cour
The greatest fear of LIFE and others battling AIDS
Ca i
a is
t if
64 passes or
it narrowly
loses, the
slature will view
as
i
ictment
of its AIDS program/ and
y, the
will
chasms.
We
t
t in a
1imate
the Legislature, against i
li'l
new life into bills tha were
ly defeated
last session.
The insurance
try will find the
the
islature ripe for
state confi
i
order to use t
AIDS anti
es
bi 1
ia t ions for AIDS programs, whi
s rely i
rom effe t
w l shift f
tarian programs to restrictive and
ffective programs ,
While we
1 ieve
s ature would not approve
f
such extreme measures as internment, we would not be sur
pri
to see the post-64
is ature give consideration to
mandatory reporting of test results, contact tracing
employment restrictions.
i

The California
islature must be allowed to continue its
1
role in f
ing AIDS,
the rest of state
government must be allowed
o t21.ke its r i
ful place wi h
the Legislature in leading Cali
ia out of its worst public
lth crisis.
If
it on 64 passes, that 1
rsh5
will fall into the hands of peop e who have demonstrated that
they are only adept at
l
lie hysteria.
hysteria
lousy public policy.
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Senator Watson and Assemblyman Klehs
Sep ember 29, 1986
Page Three
On behalf of LIFE, I thank you as representatives of the full
Legislature for your leadership in the battle against AIDS.
And may we urge each member of the Legislature to do all that
she or he can in each district to protect
fledgling AIDS
program that the Legislature and others worked so hard to
in place.
Thank you.

Cordia~~~~

~T::n

Legislative Advocate
cc:

LIFE Board of Directors

COMMl\iEE

STA.,...E

WA'S()t-,
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

g.rruiun
SEPTEMBER 25, 1986

PR-S0-46-86
CONTACT:

N
E

JANE UITTI
Senate Health and
Human Services Committee
(916)445-5965

JIM TUCKER
Assembly Elections and
Reapportionment Committee
(916)445-8430

Assemblyman Johan Klehs, Chairman of the Assembly Elections and
Reapportionment Committee, and Senator Diane E. Watson, Chair of the
Senate Health and Human Services Committee, today released the agenda
of persons that are scheduled to testify at the September 29 joint

!:)

hearing on Proposition 64.
The proposition, on the November 4 ballot, would declare AIDS as
an infectious, contagious, and communicable disease.
Testifying in opposition to the proposition are representat

s

from the California Medical Association, Department of Heal
Services, American Red Cross, Health Officers Association of
California, California Nurses Association, California Hospital
Association, University of California Schools of Public Health,

A
!:)

Association for Practitioners in Infection Control, Hemophilia
Council, Anti-Defamation League, Association of Health Facilities, and
California Dental Association.

E
In support of the proposition are Congressman William Dannemeyer
and representatives of the proposition's sponsor, Lyndon LaRouche.

14 s

PROPOSITION 64 HEARING
SEPTEMBER 25, 1986
PAGE 2
The hearing will be held from 9:30 - 4:30 in Room 4203 of the
State Capitol Building in Sacramento.
"All of the testimony from highly-respected health experts in
opposition to Proposition 64 leads me to believe that the passage of
this measure would actually endanger the public health," said Senator
Watson.

"People with AIDS or with antibodies to the virus would be

much less likely to participate in research programs, treatment
programs, and prevention programs, if they fear the loss of their jobs
or even quarantine.

Moreover, the donated blood supply would be

jeopardized if less people want to donate for fear of being identified
as either having AIDS or having the AIDS virus.

Proposition 64 is a

tragic overreaction to a disease that is not casually transmitted,
which could bring our current work on AIDS to a grinding halt.

It

represents a travesty on the part of those who would exploit the
public's fears to create needless panic."
Assemblyman Johan Klehs noted that "Recent news regarding AIDS
research has been very encouraging with the announcement regarding the
drug AZT and the progress in regards to the development of a vaccine.
Unfortunately, much of this progress may be wiped out if Propos
64 is approved by the voters.

ion

It is important that the California

voters who will be deciding this important issue understand the health
risks which will result from its passage and I am confident that our
hearing will clearly identify these risks."
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VICE Ci-iA!RMA."i

Qfulifnmia 14egislature

CA 95814

JOHAN KLEHS
ASSEMBLYMAN~

1- ::)L;r;:TEENTH 0\STRICT

After listening to 8 hours of testim::my, key legislative leaders concluded

that Prop::>sition 64 -- the so-called AIDS initiative -- must be defeated.
Senator Diane E. Watson, Chairperson of the Senate Health and Human
Services Carmittee and Assemblyman Johan Klehs, Chainnan of the A.Bse:nbly
Elections and Reapportionment Carrnittee, presided over a joint hearing of the
two carmittees and heard the testinony of 17 witnesses regarding the initiative

and its effects.

"The Campaign for Prop::>sition 64 has been characterized by deception and
misinformation," said Asse:nblyman Klehs.

Senator Watson said "The passage of

Proposition 64 would signal a disaster for the current programs designed to
ccrnbat the spread of AIDS."
The initiative would declare AIDS an infectious, cam:runicable and
contagious disease, and would ban persons with AIDS or persons who carry the
virus fran fcx:xi service and school-based employment.
At the hearing, Steve White, chief prosecutor for the State Attorney
General's office, testified that the L:yndon LaRouche organization is under
investigation regarding the suspected illegal gathering of signatures for

Not printed or

at pubiic

expense~
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Prot=Osition 64.

"It appears that many of the signatures

were

gathered by paid :rrercenaries brought in fran outside the state

illegally

to foist this prQt=Osal on
written

californians, "

said

for

Klehs.

this

initiative

"Prot=Osition

was

64

and paid for by forces outside California who won't have to live under

its drastic llr!pacts."
Senator Watson said she opposes the initiative because

"every

recognized

medical expert and medical organization involved in the field of AIDS research,
treat:n:ent, and prevention has unequivocally condanned Prot=Osition 64 as an

act

that will decimate current prevention programs and current research programs to
find a vaccine. "
refusing

to

She said passage of the initiative would

get

tested

voluntarily

for

result

in

people

the AIDS antibody for fear that a

positive test would be erroneously interpreted as being a carrier of

the

JUDS

virus.
"High-risk

people

will

be more

reluctant

infonnation on ways to prevent transmission of the

to

get tested, to seek out

virus,

to

participate

in

desperately needed research, and to give blood, if they feel that there is even
a slight chance that they might lose their jobs and their health insurance as a
result, " she said.
Klehs

t=Ointed

out

the

disparity

beb.veen the arguments in favor of the

initiative given by prot=Onents at the hearing.
Dannemeyer

states

that

the

initiative will

Klehs noted
apply

that

"Congressman

to all persons who test

positive to the presence of the AIDS antibody, and would not require
of

such

persons

fran

food

handling or school jobs.

exclusion

Yet representatives of

Lyndon LaRouche, who wrote the initiative, insist that the initiative would not
necessarily

apply

to

persons testing positive for the AIDS antibody and that

all persons with AIDS could be excluded fran schools and

food

services

jobs.
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The

prop:ments even disagree as to whether AIDS can be trans:rri tted

rreans of insects or through the air. "
Klehs said "It is frightening that the voters are being asked
an

initiative

to

awrove

on such an important issue when its supporters can't even agree
It is tirre for the voters to give a

anong themselves as to its meaning.
rressage

to

fringe

important issues.

groups

fran

outside

the

state who

clear

attempt to exploit

That message is, 'We don't need your illegal

activities

or

your dangerous ideas. ' "
Watson

concluded,

"Public

health

decisions should be left up to public

health officials, not politicians out to exploit the fears of the public.
AIDS

is a very serious health issue.

But all credible medical researchers and

epidemiologists tell us that AIDS is not casually transmitted.
has

ever

indicated

that

fluids through sex with

an

it

Yes,

can

No health study

be spread outside of an exchange of bcxlily

infected

partner,

through

use

of

contaminated

needles, or fran an infected mother to her baby through birth."
"The fearmongering tactics of the LaRouche campaign are reprehensible.
fact, we will see a much more serious
passes
jobs.

and

high-risk

individuals

outbreak

of

AIDS

if

this

In

initiative

go underground out of fear of losing their

Prop:.>sition 64 is not based on medical facts and should be defeated."

